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AGREEMENT made and entered into this 22nd day of May, 2001, by and between the
BOARD OF EDUCATION, HICKSVILLE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT, HICKSVILLE,
NEW YORK, (hereinafter referred to as the "District") and The Hicksville Congress of Teachers,
(hereinafter referred to as the "HCT").
WHEREAS, in order to effectuate the provisions of Chapter 392 of the Laws of 1967
(public Employees' Fair Employment Act), to encourage and increase effective and hannonious
working relationships between the Board and those of its professional employees represented by the
HCT, and to enable those professional employees more fully to participate in and contribute to the
development of policies for the school district so that the cause of public education may best be
served in Hicksville, and
. WHEREAS, the parties have discussed the terms and conditions of employment and wish to
confirm their agreement in writing.
. NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that:
ARTICLE I. RECOGNITION
A. The Board recognizes the HCT for purposes of collective negotiations, pursuant to
the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, as' the exclusive representative of a unit consisting of
all classroom teachers, guidance counselors, nurse teachers, psychologists, special education
teachers, speech and language therapists, attendance teachers, full-time home teachers, special
teachers and librarians, Opportunity High School teachers, summer school teachers, regular driver
education teachers, whether they be on tenure, probation or provisional appointment, and excluding
all per diem and supervisory personnel arid Adult Education teachers, except those Who are certified
and teaching courses comparable to those offered in regular day school or Opportu~ity High School.
Recognition is hereby granted to the HCT for the duration of this contract, during
which period the Board agrees that it shall not recognize or bargain with any other representative of
the employees included in the negotiating unit as set forth hereinabove.
B. The HCT agrees to represent and serve equally all employees without regard to
membership or participation in the activities of the HCT. The Board agrees that it will not
discriminate against any teacher by reason of hislher membership or participation in the activities of
the HCT.
C. Unless otherwise indicated, employees in this unit 'will be hereinafter referred to as
"teachers" and references to male teachers will include female teachers.
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ARTICLE II. NEGOTIATION PROCEDURE
A. 1. Upon request of either party, but no earlier than November 1 of the school
year in which this Agreement expires, the parties agree to enter into collective negotiations in
accordance with the procedures set forth herein in a good-faith effort to reach agreement on all
matters raised by either party concerning the tenns and conditions of teachers' employment. Any
agreement so negotiated shall apply to all teachers, be reduced to writing and be signed by the"
Board and the HCT. '
2. During negotiations, the Board and the HCT will present relevant data,
exchange points of view and make proposals and counterproposals. A copy of the proposed budget
will be made available to the HCT within one week after it is submitted to the Board. The Board
will also make available to the HCT for inspection, records, data and infonnation of the Hicksville
school system relating to matters affecting wages, hours and tenns and conditions of employment.
3. Either party may, if it so desires, utilize the services of outside consultants
and may cail upon professional and lay representatives to assist in negotiations.
4. Negotiation sessions shall be held after school time.
B. If the parties fail to reach agreement by March 1 on any matters which are the subject
of negotiation, either party will have the right to refer such matters to the Public Employment
Relations Board.
C. The Board agrees that during the tenn of this Agreement, it will make no change in
policy affecting teachers' te~s or conditions of employment which is not covered by this
Agreement, except in the case of an immediate,. short-tenn emergency. Any long-tenn change in
tenns and conditions of employment necessitated by an emergency will be subject to negotiation
between the Board and the HCT. "
D. The Board agrees not to negotiate with any teachers' group or organization other than
the HCT in regard to teachers' tenns or conditions of employment during the tenn of this"
Agreement.
E. The Board agrees to consult with the HCT pursuant to the procedures contained in
this Article over the development and implementation of programs for which funds may be
requested from the state or federal government.
F. This Agreement may be modified in whole or ip part by the parties only by an
instrument in writing duly executed by both parties.
G. At least once per month, or upon call by either party, representatives of the HCT and
school district representatives shall meet in infonnal consultation to discuss matters of mutual
interest and concern. It shall be the duty of Administration to infonn the Board and HCT in writing
of matters not resolved by mutual agreement or requiring a change iD:policy.
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H. Upon request of either party, and by mutual consent, the group referred to in G above
may meet infonnally once per quarter with the Board of Education or its designees.
ARTICLE In. GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. DEFINITIONS
1. A "grievance" is a complaint by one or more teachers .of a violation,
misapplication or misinterpretation of this Agreement or of Board personnel policies that impact on
the tenns and conditions of employment, provided that the dismissal of a tenure or non-tenure
teacher shall not constitute a grievance. .
2. . An "aggrieved person" is the person or persons making the claim.
B. PURPOSE
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible
administrative level, equitable solutions to the problems which may' from time to time arise
affecting the welfare or working conditions of teachers. Both parties agree tbat these proceedings
will be kept as infonnal and confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the procedure.
2. Nothing herein contained will be construed as limiting the right of any
teacher having a grievance to discuss that matter infonnally with any appropriate member of the
Administration, and having the grievance adjusted without the fonnal intervention of the HCT,
provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the tenns of the Agreement and that the HCT has
been given the opportunity to be present at such adjustment and to state its views.
C. Since h is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number
of days indicated at each level should be considered as a maximum and every effort should be made
to expedite the process. The time limits specified may, however, be extended by mutual agreement.
In the event a grievance is filed at such time that it cannot be processed through all
the steps in this grievance procedure by the end of the school year and, if left unresolved until the
beginning of the following school year could result in irreparable harm, the time limits set forth
herein will be reduced so that the grievance procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the
school year or as soon thereafter as is practicable. A dispute as to whether a grievance has been
waived under this procedure will be subject to arbitration pursuant to Level IV..
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1. LEVEL ONE
A teacher with an alleged grievance shall first discuss it with hislher
immediate supervisor, with the object .of resolving the matter informally. The grievant shall have
ten (10) school days after becoming aware of the grievance to approach hislher immediate
supervisor for such informal discussions. If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall, within
ten (10) days, be reduced to writing and presented to the immediate supervisor. Within ten (10)
school days after receipt of the written grievance, ,the immediate supervisor shall render a written
decision thereon and shall furnish it to the grievant. The term "immediate supervisor", as used
herein, is defined to mean the building principal or other supervisor to whom the grievant is
primarily responsible.
2. LEVEL TWO
If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision of hislher immediate
supervisor, he/she shall have ten (10) school days in which to file a written appeal with the
Superintendent, with a copy to the immediate supervisor. The appeal shall include a copy of the
decision of the immediate supervisor, together with a brief but complete explanation of all grounds
upon which it is based. Within ten (10) school days from the receipt of the appeal, the
Superintendent shall meet with the grievant in an effort to resolve the grievance. If the grievance is
not resolved at such meeting (or meetings should more than one be necessary), the Superintendent
shall issue hislher decision in writing no later than ten (10) school days after the close of the last
meeting with the grievant.
3. LEVEL THREE
If the grievant is not satisfied with the decision of the Superintendent, he/she
shall, within ten (10) school days, file a written appeal with the Board of Education with a copy to
the Superintendent. This appeal shall contain a complete explanation of all grounds upon which thl:
appeal is based. Within fifteen (15) school days, the Board of Education or a subcommittee of
Board members, shall meet with the grievant to consider the grievance. 'Within ten (10) school days
after such meeting (or meetings should more than one be necessary), the Board shall render il~
decision in writing.
4. LEVEL FOUR
(a) If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of hislher
grievance at Level Three, or if no decision has been rendered within ten (10) school days after
he/she has first met with the Board, he/she may, within five (5) school days after a decision by the
Board or fifteen (15) school days after he/she has first met with the Board, whichever is sooner,
request in writing that the Chairman of the PR&R Committee submit hislher grievance to
arbitration. If the PR&R Committee determines that the grievance is meritorious, it may submit the
grievance to arbitration within fifteen (15) school days after receipt of a request by the aggrieved
person.
(b) Within ten (10) school days after such written notice of submission to
arbitration, the Board and the PR&R Committee will agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator
and will obtain a commitment from said arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon
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an arbitrator or to obtain such commitment within the specified period, a request for a list of
arbitrators may be made to the American Arbitration Association by either party. The parties will
then be bound by the rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association in the selection
of an arbitrator.
(c) The arbitrator so selected will confer with representatives of the
Board and the PR&R Committee and hold hearings promptly and will issue his decision not later
than twenty (20) days from the date of the close of the hearings, or, if oral hearings have been
waived, then from the date the final statements and proofs are submitted to him. The arbitrator's
decision will be in writing and will set forth his/her findings of fact, reasoning and conclusions on
the issues submitted. The arbitrator will be without power or authority to make any decision which
requires the commission of an act prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this
Agreement. In cases involving an alleged violation, misapplication or misinterpretation of the terms
of this
.Agreement, the decision of the arbitrator will be final and binding on all parties. In all other
cases, the decision of the arbitrator shall be advisory.
(d) The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including per diem
expenses, if any, and actual and necessary travel and subsistence expenses, will be borne equally by
the Board and the HCT.
D. RIGHTS OF TEACHERS TO REPRESENTATION
1.. No reprisals of any kind will be taken by Administration or by the parties to
this contract against any participant in the grievance procedure by reason of such participation.
2. Any grievant may be represented at all stages of the grievance procedure by a
person of his or her own choosing, subject to the approval of the HCT. When a teacher is not
represented by the HCT, the HCT shall have the right to be present and to state its views at all
stages of the grievance procedure. .
3. The names of each grievant shall be disclosed at each stage of the grievance
procedure and the grievant(s) shall be required to attend at the third level of the grievance procedure
unless waived in advance by the district.
E. MISCELLANEOUS
1. If a grievance arises from the alleged action of administrators who' hold
positions above building level, or stems from the applications of district-wide policies, it may be
submitted directly to the Superintendent under Level II of this. section. In all other cases, the
grievance must be processed in accordance with Level I of these procedures.
2. Decisions rendered at Levels One, Two and Three of the grievance procedure
will be in writing setting forth the decision and the reasons therefor and will be transmitted
promptly to the grieved and to the Chairman of the PR&R Committee. Administration will take the
necessary steps to inform all supervisors of the decisions reached in the grievance procedure.
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3. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a
grievancewill be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants.
.
4. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, taking appeals, making reports
and recommendations, and other necessary documents will be jointly prepared by the
Superintendent and the HCT and given appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation of the
grievance procedure.
.5. By mutual consent, a grievance may proceed to the next appropriate level, or
may be forwarded to arbitration, or may be deferred without prejudice.
ARTICLE IV. SALARIES
A. REGULAR SALARIES
The salary schedules and index ratios for the school years 2000-01, 2001-02,
2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05 shall be as set forth in the attached Schedules A, B, C, D and E
which are made a part hereof.
Paychecks shall be placed in envelopes.
B. Due to the responsibilities and nature of the work, secondary guidance counselors are
required to work time external to the normal teaching day and year.
1. In recognition of the need to see parents at times outside the normal school
day, i.e., early morning, late afternoon or evenings, counselors will be compensated at the rate of
1.03 of their annual base salary.
2.
.
For extra time expended in June, after the closing of schools, July and
August, the compensation shall be 1I180th of the individual's annual salary (for the July 1st-June
30th fiscal year in which the work is done) for each normal school day worked.
The number of extra days so required in Paragraph 2 shall be mutually agreed
upon by the building administrator, guidance chairperson and the counselors involved, and must be
approved by the Superintendent or his/her designee. In the event that agreement on the number of
days cannot be reached, the arbiter shall be the District Superintendent or his/her designee.
Dates for such extra work as referred to in Paragraph 2 shall be announced by
May 1st. Such work will be evenly distributed among all secondary counselors within each
building in each school year.
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C. EXTRA DUTIES COMPENSATION
Extra pay for extra duties shall be as set forth in Appendix D, which is attached and
made a part hereof. Any club, extra classroom activity, sport, team or position created by the
actions of the School Board and/or its agents during the period July 1, 1984 and June 30, 1986 shall
be listed in Appendix D along with those previously listed.
D. PLACEMENT ON SALARY SCHEDULE
1. In placing new teachers on the salary scale up to a total of five (5) years of
credit 'may be. given for: prior certificated approved teaching experience; other experience which
increased the teacher's professional competencies; and prior military service.
2. Credits for educational advancement on the salary schedule shall consist of
graduate level credits from an accredited institution provided the courses are of a content related to
the department, curriculum or course of study taught by the teacher, or are courses in educational
methodology and are approved in advance by the Superintendent or hislher designee. Said approval
shall not be withheld in an arbitrary or capricious manner. Credits may be accrued with in-service
credits to a maximum of 6 such credits per movement on the salary schedule and in any event to a
total of 24 such credits during the entire course of a teacher's career. All in-service courses not
offered by the School District must be approved in advance by the Superintendent of Schools. No
video courses may be used to advance upon the salary schedule. Employees shall receive 1 credit
for 15 seat hours of approved in-service courses. No in-service courses may be used to advance
upon the salary schedule up to and including the MA column. However, subject to the maximum
number referred to above, approved in-servic'e courses taken by teachers prior to advancing to the
MA column may be banked for use in connection with movement after the MA column. Graduate
courses must be provided by the institutional faculty of the college or university at which the course
is taken. Credits earned through such courses must be accepted by the college or university for a
graduate degree-bearing program. This provision shall not affect courses approved and paid for on
or before April 17, 1996 pursuant to the District procedure for advancement on the salary schedule
in effect prior to June 30, 1995. The exemption of such courses shall not constitute a precedent in
connection with the implementation of this provision in connection with all courses that were not
approved and paid for as of April 17, 1996.
Teachers may apply for approval to take undergraduate courses for lane
movement credit above the MA level in the technical areas of Art, Technology and Home and
Careers. Such approval may be granted, in the sole discretion of the Superintendent when, in
hislher opinion, the courses are necessary for teachers currently working in those areas. Such
courses would be treated as in-service courses, credited in that manner and subject to all of the in-
service related provisions of this contract.
.
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. 3. Payments for teachers who qualify for advancement to another training level
on the salary schedule shall be effective on the first day of February or September following'the
date the credits were earned in sufficient number to warrant such advancement and after receipt of
official evidence that such credits have been completed. If late receipt of official records makes
retroactive payment necessary, it shall be made as soon as feasible.
4. One year of credit for advancement on the salary schedule shall be earned by
service in any approved federally financed programs for each year of such service up to a maximum
of three (3) years within the total of five (5) years referred to in D-2.
5. Instructors of in-service credit courses from the Hicksville faculty shall
receive an hourly rate as follows: Year 1 - $26.14; Year 2 - $26.99; Year 3 - $27.94; Year 4 -
$28.99; and Year 5 - $30.08.
6. Except when a teacher becomes ill during the school day and it is impossible
to obtain a substitute, any teacher who, upon request, fills in as a substitute, shall receive one-fifth
. (1/5) of the lowest substitute daily pay per period. The administrationshall do its utmost to obtain
substitutes for absent teachers or teachers taken ill during the school day. Effective September 1,
2001 and thereafter, the rate of payment shall be $25.00 per period.
7. Payroll dates for teachers, driver education personnel, coaches and recreation
personnel will be announced during the first week of employment during the school year.
8. All extra duty compensation will be paid on a pro-rata basis over the course
of the season of the activity.
9. Teachers teaching in Hicksville Evening High School shall ~e compensated
at an hourly rate as follows: Year' 1 - $26.14;Year 2 - $26.99;Year 3 - $27.94; Year 4 - $28.99; and
Year 5 - $30.08. Evening High School positions shall be filled by qualified teachers employed by
the Hicksville School District before going to the outside or an administrator. Deadline date by
which qualified teachers must apply shall be established by the Director.
10. . Certified teachers of courses in Adult Education, except driver education,'
which are comparable to courses taught in regular day school and/or in Opportunity High School,
shall be paid at an hourly rate as follows: Year 1 - $26.14; Year 2'- $26.99; Year 3 - $27.94; Year 4
- $28.99; and Year 5 - $30.08.
i 1. Driver education teachers will be compensated at an hourly rate as follows:
Year 1 - $31.44; Year 2 - $32.46; Year 3 - $33.60;Year 4 - $34.86 and Year 5 - $36.19.
12. Lecturers in the Gifted and Talented Program shall be paid for each 40
minute period as follows: Year 1 - $30.72; Year 2 - $31.72; Year 3 - $32.84; Year 4 - $34.08 and
Year 5 - $35.38.
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ARTICLE V. TEACHING HOURS AND RELATED MATTERS
A. I. The work year of teachers (other than new personnel who may be required to
attend additional orientation sessions) shal~begin no earlier than the first day after Labor Day and
will end no later than June 30. The "work year", as used in this section, includes all days.on which
teacher attendance is required. Teachers shall be obligated to perform services for the District only
on the days provided for in the school calendar. .
2. The school calendar for the years 2000-01, 2001-02, 2002-03, 2003-04 and
2004-05 (is set forth in Schedule CI, C2, C3, C4 and C5) which are attached and made a part
hereof.
. .
3. The number of workdays for teachers for the school year shall be negotiated
between the HCT and the Board by no later than April 15, and the Board agrees to confer with the
HCT on the school calendar. It is further stipulated that there shall be no more than 184 and no less
than 180 days in such calendar.
4. Subject to the approval of the HCT, nothing herein shall require a teacher to
be paid for vacation periods if such teacher is absent and unexcused on the day preceding such
vacation. .
5. The workday for teachers in all buildings shall be six (6) hours and forty-five
(45) minutes. Effective September 1, 2001, said workday shall be increased to 7 hours.
6. Effective September 1, 2001 and thereafter, teachers shall attend, as directed.
scheduled staff development programs after teacher dismissal. Said programs shall be delivereJ
pursuant to the following schedule:
2001/02 - 14 hours
2002/03 - 15 hours
2003/04 - 16 hours
2004/05 and thereafter - 17 hours
Each program shall be no more than two (2) hours in length.
The topics for the staff development program shall be determined by the
Superintendent after consultation with ~d recommendation trom a committee composed of equal
numbers of teachers and administrators, who shall serve without additional compensation. For the
2001102 school year, the committee's recommendations must be submitted to the Superintendent by
September 15thfor the Fall semester and the Superintendent's determination and schedule must be
published by October 15th. As to the Spring semester, the deadlines shall be December 15thand
January 15th respectively. For the 2002/03 school year and thereafter, the committee's
recommendations must be submitted by May 31st for the Fall semester and December 15tfor the
Sprjng semester. The Superintendent's determinations and schedul~s must be submitted June 30th
for the Fall semester and January 15tfor the Spring semester.
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7. Effective September 1, 2001, teachers shall be required to attend faculty,
department andlor grade level meetings outside the workday when such meetings are authorized,by
the Building Principal, Curriculum Supervisor or higher authority. Such meetings shall be limited
to no more than two meetings per month, each no more than one hour in length.
B. 1. Classes shall be in session not more than six and one-half (6-112) hours per
day. The teachers recognize that their responsibility to their students and their profession may
require the performance of duties and involve the expenditure of time beyond that of the normal
school day and agree, in the exercise of their professional judgment, to fulfill such responsibilities.
In the event that the Administration is of the opinion that an individual teacher is not fulfilling
his/her obligations to his/her students, the teacher may be assigned to discharge such obligations
and the teacher will do so. The HCT agrees that it will work actively with the building
administrator in assisting in the implementation of this clause. The time beyond the student day and
the professional development period at the secondary level shall be subject to the control of the
building principal grades pre-K through 12 who may assign teachers to specific tasks during this
period from the list of professional activities set forth at Paragraph C( 1)(g) of this Article. In the
absence of the exercise of that authority, teachers shall make their selections from the activities on
the list.
2. A grievance over whether such assignment is appropriate and necessary may
be initiated at the superintendent level of the grievance procedure.
3. It is understood and agreed that teachers may not be assigned fonnal
curriculum development work under this section beyond the normal school day unless such work is
compensated in accordance with the schedule attached hereto as Appendix E. It is specifically
understood that curriculum writers shall be placed. upon this schedule at the step and lane held by
said teachers during the 1983-84 school year and that there shall be no movement on the schedule
(step or lane) during the life of this contract, or at a fee to be mutually agreed upon by the HCT and
the Board of Education. By mutual agreement, a teacher may be assigned such duty in lieu of
regular teaching duty. Teachers not employed by the District during the 1983/84 school year shall
also be compensated for curriculum work pursuant to the schedule' attached as Appendix F.
Placement upon this schedule shall be at the step and lane held by said teacher during the first year
of employment. There shall be no movement on this schedule (step or lane) during the life of this
contract.
4. Sign-in procedures at each building shall be mutually detennined by the
building principal and the HCT building representative to provide for teachers to be in homeroom or
the first period to which assigned, whichever shall come earlier, ready for work, prior to the start of
the period.
5. In every building, the building administrator and the HCT will work together
to assure optimum use of teacher time in duty assignments. Appeals from problems' arising out of
this arrangement which cannot be resolved at the building level shall be referred to the Liaison
Committee for resolution. Duties shall be equitably rotated among staff members.
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6. A.M. .and P.M. duty assignments of one period in length shall be rotated.
Whenever a teacher has completed one year of either A.M. or P.M. duty, such teacher 'shall not
again be eligible for such duty assignment until all other teachers with less recent assignments have
been given the opportunity to serve.
C. 1. SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(a) Except as herein provided, no teacher shall be assigned to teach more
than five (5) teaching periods per day, no more than three (3) of which may be consecutive. If
scheduling pennits, the teacher should be assigned to a minimum number of different rooms with an
attempt to assign the teacher to no more than two (2) different rooms. Teachers' assigned to
laboratory classes may be assigned six (6) periods in a school day, but in no event shall they be
assigned more than twenty-six (26) teaching periods, including laboratories, per week. In cases in
which it is customary to teach double classes, no more than four (4) periods may be consecutive if
scheduling does not otherwise permit. If possible, lab classes will be assigned either immediately
before or after the regularly scheduled class period.
(b) Each teacher shall be assigned at least one (1) duty-free preparation
period per day.
(c) Each teacher shall have a duty-free lunch period equal in length to the
normal school period, which shall be scheduled at the same time as students' lunch periods.
(d) In addition to the five (5) teaching periods, one preparation period and
duty-free lunch period, each teacher shall have an availability period which shall be subject to the
following:
(i) . In the Junior High, no teacher will be assigned to caf~teriaor
large study hall duty or a combination thereof for more than twenty (20) weeks. The administr.ation
shall make every effort to reduce such assignments. An individual teacher may be assigned to a
small study hall (study hall in a normal classroom) for forty (40) weeks. Other assigned duties
during a teacher's availability period shall consist of hall duty, attendance duty, curriculum wor~
and tutoring.
(ii) In the Senior High School, no teacher will be assigned to
cafeteria or study hall duty or any combination thereof for more than twenty (20) weeks. The
administration shall make every effort to reduce such assignments. Large study halls (study halls in
rooms larger than the normal classroom) will be manned by two teachers. Other duties which may
be assigned during the availability period shall consist of hall duty, attendance duty, curriculum
work and tutoring.
(iii) Non-teaching duties for periods other than a full period, such
as homeroom duty, hall duty, bus duty, shall be assigned on the basis of District seniority; those
teachers with greatest seniority having first preference with respect to their choice among such
duties, except by mutual consent of the contracting parties.
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(iv) Duties shall be equitably rotated among staff members.
(e) The number of different preparations shall not exceed three (3). For
the 'purpose of this subsection (e), different subjects, grade levels and different tracks within the
same grade level shall be considered as different preparations.
(f) Should the workday of the teacher vary from 5 teaching periods, 1
preparation period, 1 lunch period, 'and 1 availability or duty period, such variation must have the
approvalofRCT. Nothing in this clause shall be construed to limit the right of a teacher voluntarily
to take on additional duties in excess of his normal working day. Appeals from problems arising
out of this paragraph shall be referred to the Liaison Committee for resolution.
(g) Notwithstanding the provisions of (f) above, beginning with the 1985-
86 school year, the secondary schools may be scheduled with a nine period day at the discretion of
the Board of Education. If a nine period day is scheduled, it is understood that classes will not be in
session more than 6-1/2 hours a day. Effective'September 1, 2001, classes may be in session no
more than 6-3/4 hours per day. The additional period per day shall be designated as a "Professional
Development" period, during which the following activities may take place:
a. Curriculum development and related professional activities
b. Program review, planning, coordination and development
c. Professional conferencing
d. Parent conferencing
e. Tutoring
f. Other professional tasks mutually agreed upon.
(h) Duties shall be equitably rotated among staff members.
No teacher will be required to substitute for an absent teacher dunl\~
the "Professional Developmenti' period and no more than two of the "Professional Development"
periods per week can be assigned for tutoring pUrposes. Any of the periods not specificall~
assigned to "Professional Development" qlay be used for additional teaching preparation purposes.
2. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS (K-6)
(a) All teachers shall have a duty-free lunch period of sixty (60) minutes
which shall be scheduled at the same time as students' lunch periods. No teacher shall be required
to schedule parent conferences during such period or to receive unscheduled telephone calls from
parents except in emergencies.
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(b) Teachers shall be assigned duty-free preparation periods as follows:,
(i) . In grades 1-6, a daily period.
(ii)
quarter (1/4) hour per session.
Kindergarten teachers will be relieved for a peIjod of one-
(c) Children will attend school for only a half-day on seven (7) days per
year in order to pennit teachers to schedule required parent-teacher conferences and complete end-
of---':'yearduties. Parent- Teacher conferences shall occur two times during the year in the afternoon
after students are discharged and teacher lunch has been completed and continue for the balance of
the school day. Such conferences shall also occur during two additional evenings per year, on days
when children attend for.a half-day. On such days, teachers will be released from work after the
aforementioned half-days and shall be required to report back to work and conduct said conferences
during the hours of6:00 P.M. to 9:15 P.M. The days upon which all of the above conferences shall
occur shall be detennined by the Superintendentof Schools. '
(d) Teachers of departmentalized fifth and sixth grade shall not be
assigned more than three (3) differe~t preparations (as defined in C-l. (d) above) unless it is
impossible to schedule classes to meet this requirement.
(e) Should the work day of the teacher vary from the standard elementary
pattern, such variation must have the approval of the HCT. Nothing in this clause shall be construed
to limit the right of a teacher voluntarily to take on additional duties in excess of this normal
working day. Appeals from p~oblems arising out of this paragraph shall be referred to the Liaison
Committee for resolution.
3. Elementary specials of art, music, reading and physical education, as defined
below, must be certified in these areas. These elementary specials are defined solely as art, music,
reading or physical education teachers who pull pupils from regular classrooms for instruction in
one of these areas. 'An elementary art, music, reading or physical education teacher is a teacher who
is hired to teach art, music, reading or physical education and who spends a majority of his or her
time teaching in one of these respective subject areas.
The employment of these special teachers as defined above does not relieve
the classroom teacher from teaching these subjects in order to enhance the regular elementary and/or
special education program, nor require the participation of a special teacher when these subjects are
taught as an enhancement of the elementary program by the regular and/or special education
classroom teacher. Such employment shall not be construed or interpreted in any way as an erosion
of the obligations of an elementary teacher with regard to regular K-6 classroom instruction.
The District shall not excess any library tea~her currently employed for the
purpose of replacing such teacher by an employee not certified as a library teacher. In the event a
vacancy occurs due to the death, resignation, retirement, or long-term absence of a library teacher,
the District shall have the option, if it chooses to fill the vacancy, of hiring a non-certified employee
in hislher place. .
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Special education teachers and teachers who participate in the gifted ~d
talented program of instruction or Great Books instruction need not be certified in music, art,
reading, or physical education. A teacher who provides instruction in a program which may
henceforth be developed and which may include integrated content in art, music, reading or physical
education need not be certified in one of these areas.
A substitute teacher of art, music, reading or physical education need not be
certified in the area for which helshe is substituting.
D. LmRARIANS
1. A functioning typewriter in every library will be used for library use only.
E. GRADES FOR AN EXAMINATION SCHEDULED BY ADMINISTRATION shall
be due no earlier than the start of the fourth working day after the date of such examination. This
.
. provision may be waived by mutual consent of the HCT and administration.
F. TEACHERS HIRED AFTER OCTOBER 13.1981 may be required to coach a sport
or supervise an extracurricular activity, for. one of their first three years of employment within the
District, providing there are no qualified applicants from the existing staff. All extracurricular
activities and 'sports will be compensated in accordance with Appendix D. Salaries for all existing
sports and/or extra-duty activities, and all new or proposed sports and/or extra-duty activities, will
be negotiated between the District and the HCT. Any teacher required to coach and/or supervise
must be given reasonable time to 'obtain the required certificate and the District shall reimburse the
teacher the cost of obtaining the required certification.
ARTICLE VI. TEACHING LOAD
Wherever feasible, classes shall be heterogeneous in composition. Should the composition
of a particular heterogeneously grouped class have a substantially higher concentration of slow'
learners, reluctant learners, and/or behavior problems than the average of other classes in the same
subject, grade level and building, the number of students in such class shall be substantially reduced,
in accordance with mutual agreement of administration and HCT. Each such class shall be
considered to be 1/5 of the teacher's total load. Any teacher who believes he has been inequitably
treated may appeal directly to the principal of his building and if relief is not forthcoming, with
HCT approval to the Liaison Committee. The phrase "slow learners, reluctant learners and/or
behavior problems" shall be defined as students scoring below the 30th percentile on the most
recently administered language skills portion of the MAT (Metropolitan Achievement Tests)~
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A. ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
The following districtwide averages or lower for class sizes are to be established on
or prior to October 15th:
Classes and staffing shall be organized pursuant to the districtwide class size
averages above 30 days prior to the end of the current academic year. After such organization of
classes and staffing has been completed, no new classes or staff need be added unless the
districtwide average in any of the grade categories above is exceeded by more than 10%.
Any variations exceeding said 10% shall be corrected by the district by October 15th.
However, it is understood that no grievances shall exist in the event the averages are exceeded after
October 15th. The maximum provided above may be exceeded when rooms for additional classes
are not available.
B. SECONDARY SCHOOLS
(a) Except for physical education, vocal music, shop, and special raborato~
teachers, the maximum pupil load per five (5) period teaching day (or a pro-rata number 9f students
for a lesser teaching day) shall be one hundred and fifty (150) students. For physical education
teachers this maximum shall be one hundred and fifty-five (155) students per day. The maximum
number of students assigned to English teachers shall be one hundred and thirty (130).
(b) Within a department, teacher loads shall be reasonably balanced and no
teacher will have more than 0ne class over 31 students nor shall any class exceed 35.
(c) In rooms with specific stations such as shops, typing rooms, labs, the number
of pupils assigned to such rooms shall not exceed the number of stations available. The
administration shall list the number of stations in each room for each class.
(d) Notwithstanding the above, maximum class size may be greater when a larger
class is necessary and desirable in order to provide for specialized and experimental instruction.
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ARTICLE VII. RELIEF FROM NON-TEACHING DUTIES
A. The Board and the.HCT agree that a teacher's prime responsibility is to teach and that
hislher energy should, to the greatest degree possible be utilized to this end. The Board agrees to
continue the employment of non-professionals to accomplish, to the extent possible, the following:
1. Relief of teachers from non-teaching duties (except monitoring homerooms)
such as supervision of playgrounds, buses, cafeterias and sidewalks, milk distribution, distribution
and collection of caps and gowns and collecting money from students for non-educational purposes,
e.g., charities, PTA dues, insurance premiums, photographs.
2. Typing and duplication of examinations.
3. Supervision of locker rooms.
4. Relief of nurse-teachers, librarians, psychologists and audio-visual
coordinators from clerical duties.
The HCT will negotiate with the Board and administration in order to develop a
meaningful program for the utilization of such help.
B.
period.
1. A teacher may be assigned to a supervision period in lieu of a teaching
2. Relief from clerical duties and reduction of counselor involvement in routine
procedures related to electronic data processing of student schedules and grade reporting shall be a
common concern of building administration and counselors. Joint efforts shall be'made to increase
counselor availability to students and to limit other demands on their time.
C. Registers of attendance, report cards and permanent record cards including
cumulative totals shall be processed, to the extent possible, through an electronic data processing
system.
D. The teachers and the Board recognize that problems exist with the elementary school
lunch time program and they will explore the alternatives and means by which teachers can assist in
the program. They will discuss increased teacher-student contact time within the structure of the
existing school day.
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ARTICLE VITI. TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS
METHOD OF MAKING ASSIGNMENTS
1. Assignment preference fonns shall be given to all teachers on both elementary and
secondary levels prior to March 15 of each school year. Preference fonns completed by a teacher
shall be returned to the department head in secondary schools or the building principal in
elementary schools not later than April 1.
2.. All assignments for the following school year shall be given to the teachers at least
thirty (30) days prior to the end of the current year.
3. Such assignments shall be subject to change, if necessary, due to changes in subject
enrollment, staff or other exigencies. A teacher shall be notified of any change in program made
.
after the close of school.
4. In the event a teacher does not receive the assignment he requested, he may notify
the HCT and the HCT may ask the principal. for the rationale for the refusal of the assignment.
ARTICLE IX. TRANSFERS
The Board recognizes that the frequent transfer of teachers from one school to another is
disruptive of the educational process and interferes with teacher perfonnance. Although the HCT
also recognizes that some flexibility in regard to teacher transfer must remain with the
administration, a substantial degree of stability must be provided for all teachers. Therefore, it is
agreed as follows:
A. INVOLUNTARY TRANSFERS
1. When a reduction in the number of teachers in a school is necessary, to the
extent possible all volunteers shall first be transferred, after which transfers will be made on the
basis of years of service in the. district, those lowest in service being transferred first. However, if
seventy (70°A»per cent or more of the building staff have twenty (20) or more years of service in the
district, then the Board may, at its option, transfer without regard to.seniority in order to insure that
thirty (30%) per cent of the faculty have less than twenty (20) years of service in the district. Notice
of all transfers will be given to the teachers concerned as soon as possible, and under nonnal
circumstances before the end of the school year.
2. When involuntary transfers are necessary, lists of positions in other schools
shall be made available to all teachers being transferred. In filling each position, preference shall be
given to present staff members over newly appointed teachers and shall be based on length of
service in the Hicksville School System.
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3. Nothing contained above shall prohibit involuntary administrative transfers
for good cause provided that the HCT is notified.. '
,4. Involuntary administrative transfers for good cause pursuant to paragraph "3"
can be grieved only on the grounds that such actions are arbitrary, capricious, discriminatory or an
abuse of discretion.
'
B. VOLUNTARY TRANSFERS
1. If a teacher voluntarily transfers from one teaching position in the district to
another for which he/she is certified, and which constitutes another tenure area, he/she will be
placed on a new probationary period. If he/she has been transferred from a position in which he/she
has already earned tenure, hislher probationary period in the new tenure area will be two years.
2. Tenured teachers shall be given the opportunity to apply, without being
obligated to give reasons, for transfers to be effective the next school year. The administration will
maintain a current list of vacancies for teaching positions in all schools. If a teacher requests a
transfer under this paragraph and is refused, at hislher request he/she shall be notified of the reasons
therefor. Such notification shall be in writing if the teacher so requests. The denial of a request for
transfer may be challenged on the ground that the decision made was unreasonable.
3. If the existing position of a tenured teacher employed by the Hicksvi IIe
School District is abolished, he/she shall have the right to a vacant position for which he/she has
certification.
ARTICLE X. PROMOTIONS
A. All openings for promotions and for positions paying salary differentials, whctlh:.
such salary differentials be paid by BOCES or another outside age.ncy, or specialists' positIlH'~
which do not pay a salary differential shall be adequately publicized in every school by means ('I!.J
notice placed on the HCT bulletin board in every school as far in advance of the appointment .J'
possible. During the months of July and August, written notice of any such opening will be gi\'cn II
the HCT. Such notice shall set forth the required qualifications for the position, its duties, and th.
rate of compensation. No vacancy will be filled, except on a temporary basis, until fifteen (15) dJ~"
from the date the notice is posted in the school or the giving of notification to the HCT.
B. All qualified applicants will be given 'adequate opportunity to make application anJ
to be interviewed for such positions. Such'vacancies (other than in the positions of superintendent
or assistant superintendent) may be filled by qualified applicants already employed by the district.
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ARTICLE XI. TEACHER FACILITIES.
A. All teachers will continue to be provided with a room adequate. in size and suitably
equipped for the number of students and activity and .adequately illuminated and ventilated.
B. Wherever possible office space and equipment should be provided for all guidance
counselors, psychologists, consultants, and physical education teachers and speech therapists.
c. 1. Each teacher shall be provided with adequate and convenient storage facilities
for hislher wearing apparel and materials necessary for hislher teaching duties.
2. The matter of providing secondary counselors with centralized office facilities in the
building which houses their counselors shall be given highest priority when space is available. Each
. counselor's office will continue to be adequately lighted and ventilated and to insure privacy for
counseling and consultation and continue to be of sufficient size to house the counselor and hislher
files and books and provide space for clients.
D. 1. There shall be set aside in each building an appropriately furnished room with
adequate seating facilities to be reserved for the exclusive use of school personnel as a faculty
lounge. .
2. Materials in faculty rooms, including furnishings, shall be kept in good
repaIr.
E. The Board shall install at the request of the teachers in the building at least three (3)
vending machines in the faculty lounge, the nature of which shall be determined by such .teachers.
The profit from such machines shall be used to provide a scholarship fund for children to be
established by the HCT.
F. Each faculty room not so equipped will be provided with adequate air conditioning.
ARTICLE XII. TEACHING SUPPLIES AND EOUIPMENT
. .
A. Machines such as mimeographs and dittos shall be kept in good operating condition
by regular preventive maintenance.
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B. Each school building shall be equipped with operable typewriters and ditto machines
which shall be conveniently located for the use of the faculty. Such machines shall be maintained in
good repair and a minimum number for each school shall be as follows:
Junior High School and
Senior High. School
Elementary Schools
3 dittos and 3 typewriters
2 dittos and 2 typewriters
and 1 primary typewriter
C. Materials and equipment shall be ordered in sufficient time to allow delivery prior to
the last week in August except for items such as microscopic life forms, for which later delivery is
appropriate. Delivery date shall be a bid specification. All necessary arrangements shall be made to
distribute materials no later than the afternoon of the first day of school.
ARTICLE XIII. TEACHER EVALUATION
PART I
A. All evaluation of the work performance of a teacher will be conducted openly and
with full knowledge of the teacher. Non-tenured teachers will be evaluated at least four (4) times
and tenured teachers at least once each school year by the supervisor or principal. Teachers will be
given a copy of any evaluation report prepared by a supervisor and will have the right to discuss
such report with the supervisor. Except as referred to herein, no teacher will be observed or
evaluated by anyone except his/her established supervisor. (Supervisor shall include a teacher's
principal, assistant principal, department chair, administrative assistant, dean of students or any
appropriate central administrators.) Nothing in this section shall be construed to deny a Board
member the right to visit a classroom or to deny program evaluation and program observation by a
Middle-Atlantic States representative or State Education Department representative, or members of
the Regents School Improvement and Accountability Program (RSIAP) independent review
conunittee.
.
B. 1. Teachers will have the right, upon request, to review the contents of their
personnel files except letters ofreconunendation from persons outside the district. A teacher will be
entitled to have a representative of the HCT accompany him/her during such review.
2. No materia} derogatory to a teacher will be placed in his/her personnel file
unless the teacher has had an opportunity to read the material, to acknowledge that he/she has had
the opportunity to read such material by affixing his/her signature thereto and such teacher shall be
given the opportunity to submit a written answer to such material. Such answer shall be reviewed
by the Superintendent of Schools, attached to and be made a part of the file copy if such materials is
placed in the file by the Superintendent. The Superintendent or his/her designee shall contact the
author of said derogatory material to verify authorship. The provisions of this paragraph shall not
apply to anonymous material. Such material shall not be placed in a teacher's file.
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C. The HCT recognizes the authority and responsibility of the principal for disciplinipg
or reprimanding a teacher for delinquency of professional performance. 'If a teacher is to be
disciplined or reprimanded by a member of the administration above the level of the principal,
however, he/she will be entitled to have a representatjve of the HCT present.
D. A teacher who received an unsatisfactory rating will, upon request, be entitled to
have the evaluation reviewed with the immediate supervisor. If after said review the teacher is still
dissatisfied he/she will have the right to have the disputed evaluation reviewed by the Principal, the
Assistant Superintendent, the Superintendent and finally the Board of Education. If the teacher is
still dissatisfied with the 'outcome, he/she may seek arbitral review, not of the substance or content
of the evaluation itself, but, whether all the procedures and requirements of the evaluation process
were followed.
E. PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES COMMITTEE
1. A Professional Responsibilities Committee composed equally of
representatives of the Board and the HCT shall be established. The administration may refer
individual cases to the committee in which teachers were believed not to be meeting Hicksville
district standards. It is understood that competency in the classroom is the province s~lely of the
administration. The committee shall have the power to recommend appropriate remedies including
penalties and fines. It is further understood that this is not intended to be an alternative to a tenure
dismissal charge case.
2. PROCEDURE
(a) The administrator must take all appropriate steps to remedy, the
situation prior to utilizing the services of the committee. These include an informal discussion with
the teacher. The building representative of the HCT should be informed of the case.
(b) If the situation still persists, the administrator should noti fy the
teacher in writing. A copy of this letter must be sent to the HCT and to the Superintendent 0i
Schools.
(c) If the situation still persists, the administrator must place a censure or
reprimand in the teacher's file.
(d) . If the situation still, persists, the administrator has the option 0f
referring the matter to the Committee.
(e) The teacher who is involved in the case shall receive due notice 0f a
committee hearing. He/she shall have the right to be present, to have a representative of hislher own
choosing at the hearing and to present evidence. The administrator shall be present at the hearing.
(f) Any decision of the Committee may be appealed by the teacher to the
Superintendent of Schools, and the Board.
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PART II
A. There shall be a standard multi-use "Evaluation of Performance Effectiveness" form
used for classroom teachers and another form utilized for psychologists, guidance counselors, social
workers and attendance teachers. Each such form shall be used for both interim observation and
annual observation purposes. and are herein attached as Appendix F-l and F-2 respectively.
B. The ObservationlEvaluation forms shall be utilized by supervisors and teachers
consistent with the "Interim Guidelines" (Appendices G-l through G-3). These. "Guidelin.es" shall
reflect not only the Philosophy of Supervision (Appendix G-l) but also the list of "Indicators for the
Annual Evaluation" (Appendix G-2) and "Indicators for the Evaluation of Lesson Effectiveness"
(Appendix G-3) consistent with the terms of Part 1.The guidelines, appendices G-l, G-2 and G-3,
philosophy of supervision and lists of indicators shall not be considered procedures and/or
requirements of the evaluation process so as to be the subject to arbital review pursuant to Article
XIII Part 1 D hereof.
C. Copies of all written evaluations and observations by supervisory personnel must be
sent to the observed teacher and be initialed by himlher. The teacher shall be entitled to a
conference with the supervisor who issued the reports and evaluation. Every teacher shall receive
annually before June 1st, a copy of his/her final evaluation form. The teacher shall have the right to
make written comment on the evaluation in a space provided for that purpose. Mechanical devices
shall not be used for the evaluation of teachers, without their permission.
D. In the final year of their probationary period, non-tenured teachers shall be required
by the building principal to compile and submit a performance portfolio to the Superintendent of
Schools. The portfolio shall contain evaluations of performance, executed lesson plans, examples
of student work, and evidence of continued professional development.
ARTICLE XIV. REPRODUCTION OF MATERIALS PREPARED
BY HICKSVILLE TEACHERS
A. Reproduction in any form of any educational materials including lessons or lectures
prepared by a teacher on behalf of the district shall not be sold by the district or the teacher for use
outside the district without the expresswritten consent of both parties.
.
B. Materials developed by teachers at.the expense of the taxpayers shall be the property
of the district and not of the teacher. They shall be used freely within the district without
compensation to the teacher. However, where sale of such material outside of the district results in
royalty receipts, distribution of such royalties thereon shall be mutually agreed upon betw~en the
Board and the HCT.
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C. In the event that the Board is considering the introduction of the use of closed circuit
televisiqn into the district which will involve video taping or other reproduction of lectures by
Hicksville teachers, the HCT will be so notified. No teacher will be required to make a video tape
or other reproduction of any material for use on a closed circuit television system without the prior
consent of the teacher and the HCT, nor may any teacher sell, rent or lease any such material except
with the express consent of the Board of Education.
ARTICLE XV. SUMMER SCHOOL
,A. 1. Summer school positions shall be filled by teachers employed by the
Hicksville School District unless there is no qualified teacher applying for such position who is
employed by the Hicksville School District.
2. No administrator shall be hired as a classroom teacher for the summer
program unJess the administration can show that there are no teacher applicants for the position.
B. L A teacher who has filled a summer school position and has 'perfonned
satisfactorily shall be appointed to the same position in the following year if the position is vacant,
provided that no teacher shall teach summer school for more than three (3) consecutive years unless
there is no qualified applicant for the position. 'Unsatisfactory service during the preceding regular
school year may also fonn the basis for a decision to deny appointment to a summer school
position. The decision as to whether service has been satisfactory either during the regular school
year as referred to herein, or during a prior summer school appointment, shall be within the
discretion of administration subject only to review pursuant to Article XIII Part 1 D.
2. When vacancies in summer school positions occur, they wi,ll be filled by thl'
most qualified applicants competent to teach the subjects in which the vacancies occur. Other
things being equal, educational background,experienceand special expertise in the program, as \\ l'll
as seniority shall govern. Teachers presently employed at that level during the school year shall h~'
given preference for such vacancy, subject to the provisions of paragraph B. 1. above.
Whenever a teacher has completed three years of service in summer teachin~.
such teacher shall not again be eligible for summer assignment until all other qualified teachers wIth
less recent employment in summer have been given the opportunity to serve.
,
'
Where a teacher yoluntarily fails to serve three consecutive summers, such
teacher shall be rotated, except where this requirement is. waived by mutual consent of HCr and
administration.
3. A leave of absence from summer school will be granted for one (1) year in
conjunction with a sabbatical leave, such leave not to be counted for the purpose of (1) above. In
the event that the teacher appointed to fill such vacancy is not re-appointed the next year under (2)
above, the service in summer school shall be counted as one (1) yecu:for the purpose of (1) above at
such time as the teacher receives a summer school appointment.
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C. All teachers who are eligible to return to a summer school position under (B) above
will be so notified by March 15 and will signify their intention to teach in summer school by
March 31. Thereafter, but no later than April 15, a~l openings (based on estimated enrollment) for
positions will be posted in the schools. Teachers shall apply for such openings by May 1 and will
receive notice of the disposition-of their application no later than May 15. It is understood that any
notice given by the superintendent in accordance with the above is not a guarantee of employment
in summer school and is subject to changes in enrollments making employment unnecessary.
Provided that if the first submission of the school budget is defeated, within one (1) week thereafter
the Board will notify teachers whether provision will be made for summer school in the second
budget to be submitted to the voters and whether the summer school program will be affected if the
second budget is defeated.
D. Summer school teachers shall be entitled to one (1) summer school day of sick leave
with no deduction from pay. Unused sick leave shall not be added to the teacher's regular sick leave
accumulation.
E. For the 1999-00 school year, summer school teachers shall be paid pursuant to the
schedule attached hereto, as Appendix E, for each hour of summer school. work, i~cluding all
registration days. It is specifically understood that summer school teachers shall be placed upon
this schedule at the step and lane held by said teachers during the 1983-84 school year and that there
shall be no movement on the schedule (step or lane) during the life of this contract. Teaching rate
shall be applicable only to teaching tasks.
ARTICLE XVI. EXCUSED ABSENCE
A. Each teacher presently employed shall be entitled to fifteen (15 days) a year for
personal illness, .illness in the immediate family, personal leave as defined in section 5 below
(maximum 3) and religious observances. Effective September 1, 1986, this entitlement shall be
accumulated at the rate of 1.5 days per month. Deductions for use of sick leave in excess of_
accumulation shall be taken from the paycheck immediately following said absence. In case of
new teachers, such teachers must report for the first day of service before the provisions of this
article become operative, and such new teacher shall be entitled to ten (10) days of sick leave for the
first year, and one additional day each year thereafter until a maximum of fifteen (15) shall have
been reached. For such new teachers the aforementioned days shall accrue as of the first day of
school during the first two years of employment. Thereafter,- said days shall accrue at the
appropriate monthly rate.
1. All days unused shall be added to accumulated leave.
2.
maximum limit.
Unused sick leave days may be accumulated from year to year with no
3. Excused absence for observance of religious holidays shall be granted only
on those days listed in the State Commissioner's calendar for calculation of state aid.
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4. ' On or about the end of the school year the administration shall "informa
teacher of his/her accumulated sick leave if the request is made in writing at least 30 days prior to
the closing of schools in June.
5. Three days of absence of a personal nature to meet obligations which cannot
be met at times other than during a school day shall be granted to each full-time annual-salaried
employee.
Personal leave days shall be limited to the following:
a. House clo~ings, and legal matters which must take place during work
hours.
b. Immediate family weddings, graduations, and religious exercises.
c. Moving of primary residence.
d. Attendance at funerals of relatives other than immediate family and/or
acquaintances.
e. Retirement consultations.
f. Emergency repairs and/or major alterations on primary residence.
g. Other: Any specific reason not listed above that the employee beljevcs
to be a valid reason for a Personal Leave Day as defined in the first
sentence above may be submitted in writing to the Superintendent of
Schools or his designee for approval. Prior approval of th<.:
Superintendent or his designee is required for an employee to takc a
personal day under this paragraph (g).
A minimum of one week prior notice to the Superintendent or hi,slhcr
designee is required. This prior notice may be waived in the event of an emergency in which case
the specific reason for the absence shall be stated and given to the Superintendent or his designee"
Personal leave shall not be used for the pwpose of extending a weekend, holIday, vacation or recess
period. In the event an employee requests that a personal day or days is to be taken on a Monday or
a Friday or the day before or the day after a holiday, vacation, or recess period, all such requests
shall include a statement of reason, and shall be reviewed by the Superintendent or hislher designee,
with approval to 'be granted by the Superintendent or his/her designee in connection with requests
made under a. to f. above only. Unused personal leave will accumulate as sick days.
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B. SICK LEAVE BANK
1. At the establishment of the Bank and on the commencement of each s'chool
year thereafter, the Board shall deduct one (1) day from the sick leave of each teacher as provided in
paragraph "A" herein who is in the employ of the Board or subsequently employed and said day
shall be deposited into the said sick leave bank. The annual deduction of one (1) day for each
teacher shall continue until the fund accumulates a number of days equal to the number of full-time
equivalent teachers as of September 1st of each year. The use of the bank shall at all times be
restricted to the number of days actually accumulated and remaining available in the bank at the
time an application is made by an eligible teacher to' draw upon the bank. In the event that the bank
is reduced by the use thereof to less than the total number of full-time equivalent teachers, then at
the commencement of the school year immediately following such event, and if necessary, at the
commencement of each succeeding school year, a further deduction of one (1) sick day from the
accumulated sick leave of each teacher shall be made until the fund equals or exceeds the total
number of teachers. In no event shall the Board be obligated to .pay for any additional sick leave
days in excess of the number of days provided for in paragraph" A" above, accumulated in the sick
leave bank as herein provided.
2. A teacher would be eligible to draw upon the bank if he/she is ill and his/her
illness, if continued for 61 days, would be covered by the disability insurance and personal
accumulated sick leave as provided herein is exhausted and not available to the teacher due to use
for past illnesses, and he/she has:
(a)
previous school year, or
been absent on a disability or a health leave within the current or
(b) -has a history of recurring chronic ailments, or
(c) a person who has already had two or more major ailments within the
same school year.
The Board shall have the option of having the illness certified in writing by a
physician specified by the Board.
3. A teacher may continue to draw upon the bank for the duration of the
prolonged and continuous illness until he/she is eligible to receive disability insurance or is eligible
to receive a disability pension under the retirement system.
4. The above referred to Sick Leave Bank should be administered by the HCT
pursuant to the terms of a Memorandum of Agreement entered into by the Board and the HCT on
June 17, 1983.
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C. 1. A teacher who sustains an on-the-job injury arising out of a. student
disciplinary situation or while engaged in the immediate rescue or aid of a student who is. in a
situation dangerous to hislher immediate physical safety and who is disabled to the extent that he or
she is unable to work, shall receive full pay during hislher absence due to such injury without
charge to accumulated sick leave entitlement, under the following tenns and conditions:
(a) . An on-the-job injury is an' injury deemed by the Workers'
Compensation Board to be covered by the Workers' Compensation Law.
(b) Disability means a physical condition caused by an on-the-job injury
rendering the employee unfit for work.
(c) Claim for Workers' Compensation means completing and executing
the fonn provided by the business office for filing of a claim' for benefits under the Workers'
CompensationLaw. .
2. Any employee shall be entitled to the benefits described in sub paragraph" 1"
above if the employee filed a Workers' Compensation claim form with the district's business office
within two (2) working days after the date of the accident or within two (2) ~orking. days after the
employee is physically able to file such a report.
3. The district shall have the right to have the employee examined periodically
by a doctor of its choice for the purpose of detennining the continued eligibility of the employee to
receive the benefits of this section. Based on such examination, the district shall determine whether
or not the employee can return to his or her regular position for full or part-time duty. If the
employee is dissatisfied with the findings of such doctor and/or the determination by the district as
to whether he/she can return to duty, the employee shall have the option of requesting an
examination by another doctor of appropriate specialty. The request for the designation of a new
doctor shall be made to the district and be forwarded, within two (2) days of receipt, to the Nassau
County Medical Society, which shall refer the parties to a list of three (3) doctors of appropriate
specialty. The district shall choose one (1) doctor from the list supplied by the medical society. The
findings of such doctor as to whether or not the employee can return to hislher position shall be final
and binding on the district and on the employee. The district shall pay the costs and fees of the
medical examination.
4. Failure or refusal of the employee to submit to any relevant medical or
physical examination required by the district shall render the employee ineligible for the benefits of
this section. . .
5. The employee shall receive full pay as referred to above for a maximum
period of three hundred and sixty (360) consecutive days.
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06. If, following a period of continued and uninterrupted disability of less tht;m
three hundred and sixty (360) working days, an employeOereturns to work and is thereafter absent
again within thirty (30) days of his/her return to work, and the absence is due to the original injury
claimed, he/she shall receive full pay without charge being made against his/her sick leave to a
maximum number of consecutive working days which, when added to the number of days the
employee was absent from the date he/she first sustained his/her injury, shall equal three hundred
and sixty (360) days. All subsequent absences attributable to the original injury shall be
compensated either under the Workers' Compensation Law or shall be charged to sick leave, at the
option of the employee.
7. The payment of hospital, doctors, and other medical expenses occasioned by
~
injury deemed covered by the Workers' Compensation Board shall be paid pursuant to the
provisions of the Workers' CompensationLaw. 0
0
8.. During any period of time that the employee receives full pay from the
district pursuant to the provisions of this section, or through the utilization of sick leave entitlement,
°
the district shall be entitled to said employee'sWorkers' Compensationsalary benefits.
9. With reference to sub-paragraph "3" above, in the event the employe~ is
found to be able to work a portion of his/her workday, for each such day worked, it shall be
considered that one-half (1/2) day has been utilized against the maximum three hundred and sixty
(360) working days entitlement referred to in sub-paragraphs "5" and "6" above. In the event the
employee is found to be able to work a portion ofhis/her work day, it is understood that, for each
such day of partial service, the employee shall be paid his/her regular day's salary to the limit of the
three hundred and sixty (360) days as stated above.
D. Compensation for all other on-the-job injuries sustained by teachers shall be made
pursuant to the Workers' Compensation Law. The language of the 1978-81 agreement shall apply to
disabilities caused by on-job injuries sustained prior to October 13, 1981.
E. In addition to the above, teachers will be entitled to the following temporary leaves
of absence with full pay each school year. Such days shall not be deducted from the teachers' sick
leave and/or personal leave.
1. Time necessary for elected delegates to attend the
°
State and/or National
Conventions and the Annual Meeting of the New York State Teachers Retirement Board.
The Board will reimburse the expenses of delegates and alternates 'Vho attend
the Annual Meeting of the New York State Retirement Board, including the cost of substitutes in a
total combined sum not to exceed $500.00. °
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2. Time necessary for appearances in any legal proceeding connected with the
teacher's employment or with the school system or in any other legal proceeding if the teacher is
required by law to attend. When a teacher is called for jury service or is subpoenaed to serve as a
'witness in a court action, he/she shall be given a leave of absence with pay for such time as is
necessary. The teacher will assign to the Board jury duty or witness fees which are paid to him/her
up to an amount equal to 1/180th of his/her regular salary. No teacher shall be discouraged from
perfonning hislher public duty to serve on a jury.
3. Up to five (5) days at anyone time in the event of death of a teacher's spouse,
child, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, parent, grandparent, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother, sister,
grandchildrenor member of the immediatehousehold.
'
4. A maximum of thirty (30) days per school year for persons called into
temporary active duty of any unit of the U.S. Reserves or the State National Guard, provided such
obligations cannot be fulfilled on days when school is not in session.
5. , The release of teachers for attendance at conferences, workshops, seminars,
and similar professional visitations shall be made the subject of study and recommendations by the
Educational Panel during the school year. The Board of Education will also be solicited for
suggestions.
ARTICLE XVII. EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
At least sixty (60) days prior to the end of any extended leave of absence, the teacher will
infonn the superintendent in writing of intention to return to duty. Failure ,to do so, after
notification by the district by Registered or Certified Mail, will result in loss <;>fright to return.
Upon tennination of leave, provided that all contract provisions pertaining to such leave have been
met, the teacher will be returned to duty unless his or her position has been abolished or declared
surplus, in which case he/she will be excessed in accordance with provisions of law.
A. The Board agrees that up to three (3) teachers designated, by the local, state or
national association will, upon request, be granted a leave of absence for up to two (2) years without
pay for the purpose of engaging in association (local, state, or national) activities. Upon return from
such 'leave a teacher will be considered as if he/she were actively employed by the Board during the
leave.
. .
B. A leave of absence of up to two (2) years will be granted to any teacher who joins
any federally financed program to serve the needy or serves as an exchange teacher and is a full
time participant in any such program. Upon return from such leave, teacher will be treated as in "A"
above.
C. Military leave, as provided by law, will be granted to any teacher in any branch of
the Anned Forces of the United States. Upon return from such leave, teacher will be placed on the
salary schedule at the level he would have achieved if he/she had not been absent.
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D. A teacher win notify her building principal in writing of her pregnancy as soon as it
is medically confinned and, at the same time, will estimate the length and dates of the maternity
leave she expects to request. If the teacher is still on staff at the start of her fifth month of
pregnancy, she will file with the building principal' a statement from her doctor estimating how
much longer she may be expected to work with safety.
1. On at least thirty (30) days notice, said teacher may request, and the Board will
grant, a maternity leave without payor increment of up to one year, plus the length of time
necessary to bring her to the beginning of a new school 'year. Except as provided by FMLA, return
from leave pursuant to this paragraph shall be either on September 1st or at the commencementof a
semester (February 1st at the 'elementaryschools).
2. At least ninety (90) days prior to, the end of a maternity leave, a teacher may
request an extension of up to one additional year which the Board in its discretion may grant or
deny.
3. Return from maternity leave will be pennitted after submission of approved
certification of medical fitness.
4. Once granted, a maternity leave will run for the full tenn approved, except
that the Board in its discretion may pennit earlier return to duty.
5. Maternity leave provisions will be applied to a female teacher adopting a
child on written request of such teacher effective on the date of receiving de facto custody of such
child.
6. No teacher on maternity leave will be denied opportunity to substitute in the
Hicksville school system in the area of her certification of competence during the period of such
leave.
7. Failure by the teacher to observe the provisions of this contract section will
relieve the Board of Education of the obligations to guarantee re-employment.
E. A leave of absence without payor increment of up to one (1) year will be granted a
teacher on Written request for the purpose of caring for a sick me'mber of the teacher's immediate
family. Additional leave may be granted at the discretion of the Board.
F. The Board will grant a leave of absence without payor increment to any teacher for
up to three years to campaign for elective public office 'and/or, to serve in any such elective or
appointive positiori.
G. Any tenured teacher whose personal illness extends beyond the period covered by
hislher accumulated sick leave will be granted a further leave without pay for such time as is
necessary for complete recovery from such illness. Such leave shall be without'loss of increment
credit for a period of up to two (2) years.
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H. A leave of absence without pay for up to two (2) years will be granted to teachers for
the purpose of teaching or administrative internships, graduate fellowships, or academic. residencies.
When leaves .are so granted, the returnee teacher will be subject to re-employment for up to two
years at the discretion of the Board.
I. The Board in its discretion, may grant other leaves of absence without pay for
periods of up to one (1) year for good and sufficient reasons and may grant extensions up to one '(1)
additional year on written requests received at least ninety (90) days prior to termination of leave.
J. All benefits to which a teacher was entitled at the time hislher leave began will be
restored to him/her upon his return to duty. Unless hislher position has been abolished or declared
surplus, he/she will be assigned to the position trom which he/she took leave, if available, or, if not,
to a substantially equivalent position. .'
ARTICLE XVIII. TERMINAL PAY.
A. The Board will increase the salary for the last full year of employment of any teacher
. who no later than February 15thof the year of retirement has given prior written notice of intention
to retire and who is eligible for retirement under the provisions of the New York State Teachers'
Retirement System, by an amount equal to One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) per year of credited
service in the Hicksville School System.
B. Upon retirement, teachers would be paid, in addition to their base, on the basis of the
per diem rate for their final year's salary as follows:.
For the first 45 days of accumulated leave
For the second 45 days of accumulated leave
For the third 45 days of accumulated leave
For the fourth 45 days of accumulated leave
For anything above 180 days
0%
250/0
50%
75%
100%
Effective' July 1, 1995, for all unit members except those identified by the 'New York
State Teachers' Retirement System as Tier I and Tier II, or Tier III with at least 20 years of service
to Hicksville, the following schedule shall apply:
For the first 45 days of accumulated leave
For the second 45 days of accumulated leave
For anything above 90 days of accumulated leave
0%
25%
50%
For the purposes of terminal pay upon retirement, the maximum limits shall be as
follows:
1. For those teachers who have 212.5 or less unused accumulated leave days on
June 30th, 1979, the maximum :willbe 1/2 year's salary.
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2. For other teachers, the maximum. will be based upon the lowest total of
unused accumulated leave days which occur between June 30th, 1979 and retirement. If the number
of ac~umulatedleave days should fall below 212.5, the teacher shall be coveredby 1. above.
.
3. Effective the first day of school for the 1996/97 school year and annually
thereafter as of the first day of school, teachers who have accumulated in excess of 45 days of sick
leave as of that date shall be eligible to redeem up to a total of 5 days in excess of 45 days
accumulated at the rate of 1 for 2 on the basis of the per diem rate from that year's salary. In order
to redeem 5 such days, teachers must return 10 days of accumulated leave entitlement.
C. In each individual case, a teacher's severance pay will be computed either on the old
basis of S100.00 per year of service, or on the new proposed basis, 'and such teacher may choose
that plan which is most advantageous.
D. In order to qualify for the benefit of this article, a teacher must notify the
Superintendent of his/her retirement by February 15th of the year of retirement but in no event less
than 90 days prior to the effective date of retirement. This requirement may be waived in
emergency situations in the sole discretion of the Superintendent.
ARTICLE XIX. INSURANCE
A. Teachers shall be eligible to participate in a "tax sheltered" annuity plan pursuant to
United States Public Law No. 87-370.
B. 1. The Board will pay 90% of the cost of coverage, individual or family, under
the present State Health Insurance Plan.
.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this subparagraph, those te3:cherswho participated
in HIP coverage as of July 1, 1995, shall be permitted to maintain such participation without
reference to the change in the District's contribution to the cost of premium referred to herein.
. 2. Alternate Coverage - Effective July 1, 1996, in consultation with the HCT
and by mutual agreement between the parties, the District shall maintain a list of five alternate
health insurance providers from which an individual teacher may select. to provide his/her health
insurance coverage. In the event such a selection of alternate coverage is made, the District's
obligation shall be limited to a maximum of the cost of the District's obligation for the State Plan
each year for individual or family coverage.
3. Insurance for Retirees - For retirements effective July 1, 1995 and thereafter,
upon retirement, teachers who elect individual coverage shall be required to contribute to the cost of
individual coverage to the same extent as are teachers in active service as of the last year of the
retiring teachers' employment. For retirements effective July 1, 1995 and thereafter, upon
retirement, teachers who elect family coverage shall be required to contribute to the cost of family
coverage at the rate of 500/0of the difference between the cost of individual coverage and the cost of
family coverage.
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4. Health insurance premium payments may be made through the existing Flexible
Benefits Plan. in effect which shall be incorporated henceforth into the negotiated agreement.
C. Teachers will be saved harmless from claims resulting from the authorized
transportation in the teacher's car of persons in connection with approved school-related activities.
D. . 1. The Board will provide, without cost to the teacher, Group Life Insurance,
which shall pay to the teacher's designated beneficiary a sum equal to the teacher's then regular
salary .
2. The Board will provide, without cost to the teacher, disability coverage with
benefits equal to 50% of the teacher's salary commencing on the 61st day after disability. A teacher
who has not exhausted his/her accumulated sick leave at the time he/she becomes eligible for
disability benefits shall have the option of either taking the benefits provided in this section, or first
utilizing any or all sick leave to which he/she is entitled. .
3. The disability benefits under this contract shall be as provided and defined in
Long Term Disability Policy No. 20, 798, issued by the Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Company to
the district, and shall be provided to the employees in this unit either by the district continuing
coverage under such policy or by providing the benefits of such policy as a self-insurer.
4. Upon disability of six months or longer, the employee must apply for social
security and disability retirement benefits, and the employee shall cooperate in the processing of
such application by consenting to any and all medical examinations required by the School District
and any other governmental agency having jurisdiction in the premises as well as any other
requirements attendant upon the processing and submission of such application. Upon the
employee's failure to apply, cooperate and participate in the processing and submission of such
application as above stated, the employee's coverage under the district policy or the benefits
provided by the district as a self-insurer shall terminate.
The above paragraph shall not apply to employees approved for long term
disability on or before May 14, 1979. Said employees shall be covered by the provision of the
1974-78 collective bargaining agreement.
5. The district shall supplement the payments to the employee under social
security and disability retirement to the extent that they do not aggregate 50% of the salary received
by the employee at the time of the commencement of the disability.
6. The employee shall have the right to return ~oemployment with the district if,
within two (2) years of the last date of employment, the district doctor or a doctor of appropriate
specialty retained by the district, finds the employee fit for full-time duty.
E. Effective September 1, 1989, the Board shall procure dental insurance coverage for
each employee. The cost to the dis~ct shall not exceed $180 per employee.
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F. Any unit member shall have the option of dropping hislher health insurance coverage
or changing said coverage from the family to individual coverage. The exercising of the option
referred to above shall be subject to .the rules and regulations of the district's health insurance
provider. A unit member who exercises this option shall receive 50% of the annual premium for
said coverage under the following conditions:
1. The unit member must notify the district no later than October 1st of each
school year ofhislher decision to change insurance coverage.
2. A unit member who has exercised hislher option of dropping or changing
coverage as referred to herein may not reenter the health insurance plan or coverage Unless the
d~strict is notified on or before October 1st of each school year.
Reentry or change of coverage shall also be subject to the rules and
regulations of the district's health insurance provider.
Payment to the unit member as referred to herein shall be made in two equal
installments; the first being on the first pay period in January and the second being on the last pay
period in June.
ARTICLE XX. FLEXffiLE BENEFIT PLAN
The District will provide the members of the bargaining unit with a flexible benefit plan
authorized pursuant to Section 125 of the Regulations of the Internal Revenue Service.
ARTICLE XXI. PROTECTION
A. Teachers will immediately report all cases of assault suffered by them in connection
with their employment to their principal or immediate supervisor in writing.
B. This report will be forwarded to the Board which will comply with any reasonable
request from the teacher for .information in its possession relating to the incident or the persons
involved, and will act as liaison between the teacher, the police and the courts.
C. The Board agrees to save teachers harmless from any financial loss, including
reasonable attorneys' fees, for Board designated attorneys, arising out of any claim, demand, suit,
criminal prosecution or judgment by reason of any act or omission complained of, was acting witbin
the scope of his employment or under the direction of the Board.
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D. A teacher shall have the right to appeal a student disciplinary action or inaction to t!1e
superintendent after first discussing the matter with hislher principal to resolve the situation. If the
matter is not resolved as a result of the teacher's conference with the superintendent, the teacher may
appeal the matter to the Board of Education.
E. No teacher will be disciplined or reprimanded without just cause. Nothing in this
article will be deemed to confer upon non-tenured teachers the rights tenured teachers have under
the law with regard to dismissal.
ARTICLE XXli. TEXTBOOKS
A. The Board guarantees that it will provide sufficient textbooks to insure that each
pupil in a classroom has textbooks for his/her own use.
B. . The control and usage of textbooks shall be in accordance with an approved textbook
policy or plan as developed by the Educational Panel and approved by the Board.
C. The Board and the HCT recognize the importance of continuous use of adequate
professional reference and curriculum material in maintaining a high level of professional
performance. Accordingly, the Board will provide an appropriate reference library and include
therein all texts and appropriate reference materials with catalogues available in each school.
XXlli. . EDUCATIONAL PANEL
The Board and the HCT jointly agree to the establishment of an educational panel for the
purpose of examining educationally significant suggestions and making recommendations to the
Superintendent of Schools.
A. ORGANIZATION
1. The panel shall consist of seven members, three (3) appointed by HCT, three
(3) designated by the superintendent, and one (1) chosen by both sides.
2. The panel will meet at 9:00 a.m. on the designated day, whenever it shall
have suggestions to consider or business to transact. Other meetings and study sessions may be
called, outside the regular school day, as needed by the panel to discharge its responsibilities. No
more than 50% of the meetings shall be on school time.
. 3. The panel shall be responsible for its own internal organization and rules of
order, but it shall have at least a chairman to preside and a secretary to take and publish minutes of
meetings and reports, copies of which shall go to the superintendent, the Board of Education, and a
copy to the HCT.
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B. . OPERATION . .
1. It shall be the responsibility of the panel to receive educational suggestions
from whatever source and to determine by majority decision which ones warrant study, subject to
the approval of the superintendent and HCT. Copy of each suggestion received shall be sent to the
superintendent and president of HCT with notation of panel decision on whether or not to accept for
study and reasons for decision given.
2. Following study of an issue,' full written report shall be sent to the
superintendent and president of HCT with specific recommendation. Individual panel members
may attach individual reports if they so desire, and such reports shall become a part of the full
report.
3. Within ten (10) working days of receipt of report from panel, the
superintendent will notify the panel and the president of HCT in writing of the action to be taken
. (i.e., to implement, and how; to reject, and why; toIrecommend adoption by Board; to refer to
others--e.g., supervisors, principals for comment, etc.).
4. Within thirty (30) days of first notification to the panel, the superintendent
will notify it of final disposition of its recommendations, with reasons given if recommendations are
rejected or accepted with alterations and copy of this response will be sent to the Board of
Education and HCT.
C. REOPENING CLAUSE
In the light of experience, the provisions of this section, Educationa~ Panel, may be
revised by mutual consent of the parties.
D. Nothing contained herein shall be interpreted to abrogate any of the rights of the
contracting parties with respect to negotiating terms and conditions of employment.
ARTICLE XXIV. DUES AND DEDUCTIONS
A. The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of its teachers up to six (6)
miscellaneous deductions as designated by the HCT, and as said teachers individually and
voluntarily authorize the Board to deduct, and to transmit toe monies promptly to such organization
or HCT. Teacher authorization will be in writing in the form herein set forth:
Name'
Address
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I hereby request and authorize the Hicksville Board of Education to deduct from my
earnings and transmit to the HCT an amount sufficient to provide for regular payment of the
membership dues as certified by each of such HCT during this and succeeding school years. I
understand that the Board will discontinue such deductions for any school year only if I notify the
Board in writing to do so not later than September 15 of that school year. I hereby waive all right
and claim for said monies so deducted and transmitted in accordance with this authorization, and
relieve the School Board and all of its officers from any liability therefor.
I
. I
Dated:
Teacher's Signature
B. The HCT will certify to the Board in writing the current rate of its membership dues.
.
Any association which changes the rate of its membership dues will give the Board thirty (30) days
written notice prior to the effective date of such change.
C. Deductions referred to in Section A shall be made in the following manner: The
annual sums for each of the organizations to be deducted in equal installments from the first twenty
(20) pay checks starting with the first pay check in the month of September. The Board shall not be
required to honor any authorizations for deductions delivered to the Business Office later than
November 1.
D. No later than September 30 of each year, the Board shall provide the HCT with a list
of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the Board to deduct dues for any of the
associations named in Section A. The Board shall notify the HCT of any changes in said list. Any
teacher desiring to have the Board discontinue deductions he has previously authorized must noti fy
the Board and the HCT in writing by registered mail by September 15 of each year for that school
year's dues.
E. Agency Fee
The District shall notify all employees who are currently on the paYroll within thl'
title covered by this Agreement that those employeeswho are not members of the Union shall hJ\ l'
deducted from their salary an agency fee. Agency fee deductions shall not commence during J
school year until the HCT notifies the District of the schedule to be utilized for agency fc:l'
deductions.
Every employee appointed after the effective date of this provision who does not join
the Union at the time of appointment shall have an agency fee deducted. If the employee joins the
Union, such agency fee deduction shall be discontinued on the same date the dues check-off
authorization takes effect. The Union shall be obligated to immediately provide the District with
the name of any employee in connection with whom such agency fee deduction should be
discontinued. .
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An employee who terminates Union membership, shall have deducted from hisiher
salary an ag~ncy fee. Such agency fee shall be effective on the same day as the revocation. of
authorization for dues deduction takes effect.
The agency fee for each employee covered by this Agreement shall be deducted from
the employee's regular paycheck only and shall be in an amount equal to the periodic dues levied by
the Union for employees in the affected titles as currently checked off by the School District, and,
except as referred to in this Article, shall be deducted and transmitted to the Union in accordance
with the same rules and procedures currently employed by the District in connection with the
authorized dues deduction. The Union shall certify to the School District the appropriate amount or
rate for the,agency fee deducted.
Changes in the amount of any agency fee deduction shall be effective at the same
time as is the practice with changes in membership dues deductions. Request for changes in the rate
of dues deductions shall be deemed to be a request for a change in the agency fee.
Upon receipt by the School District of the notice of change in the amount of the
agency fee deductions, employees having the agency fee deducted shall be notified, in writing, by
the payroll office of the change in the amount to be deducted periodically and the dat~ on which
such new deduction will begin. A copy of this notice shall be sent to the Union.
The Union shall refund to the employees any agency fees wrongfully deducted and
transmitted to the Union.
No assessments of any kind or nature will be collected through the agency fee
deduction.
The District shall not be liable in the operation of the agency fee deductions for any
mistake or error of judgment or any other act of omission or commission, and the Union agrees for
itself, its successors and assigns to at all times indemnify the District and/or the Board of Education
against any and all claims, suits, actions, costs, charges and expenses including court costs and
attorneys' fees, and against all liability and losses and damages of any nature whatsoever that the
District and/or the Board of Education shall or may at any time sustain or be put to by reason of the
inclusion of the above Agency Fee Article in the collective bargaining agreement between the
Union and the District. As an alternative to reimbursement for attorneys' fees, the Union may
provide counsel for the District at the Union's sole cost and expense.
The Union affirms that the NEA, the NEAINY and the HCT have established and are
each maintaining a procedure which provides for the refund, to any employee demanding the same,
of any part of an agency fee which represents the employee's pro rata share of expenditures by the
Union in aide of activities or causes of a political or ideological nature only incidentally related to
terms and conditions of employment. It is expressly agreed that in the event such procedure is
disestablished by any of the above-referred to organizations, then this Article insofar as it relates to
agency fee deduction, shall be null and void.
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In the event that any provision of this Article is found to be invalid, such invalidity
shall not impair the validity'and enforceabilityof the remainingprovisions of this Article. '
ARTICLE XXV. HCT RIGHTS
A. At least one (I) bulletin board shall be reserved in the faculty lounge in each school
for the exclusive use of the HCT.
B. The HCT shall be guaranteed the right to place notices, circulars and other material
in teachers' mailboxes. The only persons who have the right to distribute HCT material are HCT
officials and their authorized representatives.
Official HCT announcements, submitted by designated building delegate, will be
read over the school intercom system in the same manner as other announcements. Copies of all
such material will be given to the building principal, but his/her advance approval will not be
'required. Such announcements shall be purely informational in nature, and shall not call for or
condone any illegal, unlawful or disruptive activities.
. C. Upon prior request to the building principal or the Office of Continuing'Education,
whichever is applicable, the HCT shall be permitted to hold meetings of the HCT and meetings
called by the delegates of the particular building at the end of the school day for any group of
teachers.
D. Principals will meet with building directors in their buildings as representatives of
the HCT for the purpose of discussing and resolving building level problems. When it is necessary.
pursuant to Article III (Grievance Procedure), for a school representative, member of thc
Professional Rights and Responsibilities Committee or other representative designated by the HCT
to investigate a grievance or attend a grievance meeting or hearing during a school day, he/she, will.
upon notice to his/her principal or immediate supervisor and the Superintendent by the Chairman 0 f
the Professional Rights and Responsibilities Committee, be released without loss of pay a~
necessary in order to permit participation in the foregoing activities. Any teacher whose appearanc\.'
in such investigations, meetings or hearings as a witness is necessary will be accorded the sam\.' '
right. The HCT agrees that these rights will not be abused. .
E. The Board will, upon request, provide the HCT with appropriate and relevant
documents which will assist the HCT in developing intelligent, accurate, informed and constructi vc
programs on behalf of the teachers and their stude'nts, together with any other available information
which may be necessary for the HCT to formulate programs or process grievances under this
agreement.
F. At the time agenda books are distributed to Board members, one copy with
confidential backup material removed will be submitted to the President or the officially designated
HCT representative for his individual information only.
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G. The President of the HCT shall teach a full program. He/she may use the
administrative duty period ordinarily assigned, .lUnch, and preparation period for the purpose of
conducting business of the HCT. In addition, the President shall be excused from class time for the
purpose of conducting HCT business. It is expressly understood that the total number of days
during which absences are permitted to employees pursuant to the paragraph, paragraph D above,
and Article XVI, Section E, 1, shall not exceed 20. One day shall be defined as one person absent
for one day. For all absences referred to above except those chargeable to Article XVI, Section E, 1
(to a maximum of 10) the HCT shall reimburse the School District for the cost of the substitute.
H. The District shall provide the HCT with a copy of the printout of teachers' salaries on
or about October 1st and on or about March 1st each school year.
I. Each year, the District shall provide the HCT with the name and address of all new
unit members.
XXVI. WORK STOPPAGES
The Board and the HCT recognize that strikes and other forms of work stoppage by teachers
are contrary to law and public policy. Therefore, the HCT agrees that there will be no strikes, work
stoppages or other concerted refusal to perform work by the teachers covered by this Agreement,
nor any instigation thereof, during the period of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XXVII. GENERAL
A. If any provision of this Agreement or any application of the Agreement to an~
employee or group of employees shall be found contrary to law, then such provision or applicatH)n
shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all othl.'~
provisions or applications will continue in full force and effect.
B. This Agreement constitutes Board policy for the term of said. Agreement and sh~:.
supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the Board which shall be contrary or inconslstl'r:'
with its terms. The Board will carry out the commitments contained herein and will amend l ,-
suspend its By-Laws and take s'uch other action as may be necessary in order to give full force an~
effect to the provisions of this Agreement. With .respect to matters not included herein, exist1n~
Board policy and regulations shall contin~e in full force and effect.
C. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny to any employee hislher rights
under Section 15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under the State Education Law or under an~
applicable Civil Rights Law or under the State Education Law or under any applicable Civil Service
Laws and Regulations.
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D. It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
legislative act~on to pennit its implementation by amendment of laws or by providing the additio~al
funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
E. Copies of this Agreement will be duplicated at Board expense and a copy given to
each teacher within thirty (30) days of the conclusionof contract negotiations. In addition, the HCT
shall be given 50 copies of the Agreement.
F. In the event any provision of this Agreement proves to be illegal, the parties will
.
meet and negotiate a comparable clause for substitution. In the event the illegal clause stipulates a
sum of money which is to be provided by the Board, and the parties cannot agree to a substitute
clause, that sum of money shall be utilized in a manner to be mutually detennined provided said
manner is consistent with law and the provisions contained herein. In the event the illegal provision
does not involve the payment of money and the Parties fail to agree upon a substitute provision, the
dispute shall be submitted for detennination to an arbitrator in accordance with the arbitration
procedure set forth herein.
G. The parties agree that all negotiable items have been discussed during the
negotiations leading to this Agreement. The parties therefore agree that, except by mutual consent,
negotiations will not be reopened on any item, contained herein or not:
ARTICLE XXVTII. PART-TIME TEACHERS
It is mutually agreed th~t the district has a right to create a part-time teaching position if the
need exists for less than a full-time teacher. The intent of this article is to describe working
conditions of such part-time teachers. It is not the intent of the district to replace a full-time
teaching position with multiple part-time positions where such multiple part-time positions may be
combined into a full-time position which will still meet all of the needs being addressed by the
individual part-time positions within the framework of this negotiated Agreement.
1. Salary for part-time teachers shall be prorated on the salary schedule in
proportion to the amount of time said teacher. works and in accordance with the educational
. preparation of the teacher.
2. At the option of the part-time teacher working half-time or more, the Board
shall pay the prorated premium share of the full cost of single coverage or dependent coverage
under the present State Health Insurance Plan equal to the prorated work schedule of such teacher.
The difference shall be paid by the part-time teacher in equal installments during the school year.
3. Part-time teachers shall not accrue seniority credit, or legal right to any.
vacancy.
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4. All other fringe benefits for part-time shall be prorated in proportion to'tbe
amount of time said teachers work; to be entitled to such proration, a part-time teacher sh'all work
2/5 time or more.
5. The Board will provide, without cost to the teacher, group life insurance,
which shall pay to the teacher's designated. beneficiary a sum equal to the teacher's then regular
salary .
6. With reference to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, teachers shall be paid as
follows for the following services:
Secondary Schools: Pay Services
4/5 (0.8) Four (4) teaching periods and one (1)
duty/availability period within a frame of six (6)
consecutive periods.
3/5 (0.6) Three (3) teaching periods and one (1)
duty/availability period within a frame of five
, (5) consecutiveperiods. .
2/5 (0.4) Two (2) teaching periods and one (1)
duty/availability period within a frame of four
(4) consecutive periods.
1/5 (0.2) One (1)'teachingperiod and one (1) .
duty/availability period within a frame of three
(3) consecutive periods.
Homerooms: Part-time teachers shall be assigned homerooms provided a homeroom period
exists contiguous to or within the time frame of the part-time teacher's work day.
Elementarv Schools: Pay Services
1/2 (0.5) or less Teaching and/or other assignments as
designated by the administration for hours
and minutes in accord with proration of pay.
More than 1/2 (0.5) Teaching and/or other assignments as
designated by the administration for hours
and minutes in accord with proration of pay.
Pro-rata preparation time shall be included.
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7. Advancement on the salary, schedule shall be prorated, with increment
provided after 180 full-time equivalent days worked.
ARTICLE XXIX. DURATION
This agreement shall be effective July 1, 2000 and will continue and remain in full force and
effect through June 30, 2005.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto set the'ir hands and seals this 22nd
day of Mav, 2001.
Accepted and Approved:
HICKSVILLE CONGRESS OF TEACHERS BOARD OF EDUCATION, HICKSVILLE
U.F.S.D.
BY: BY: tf~~,cco.QQo..~
NancyCall., resIdent
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Longevity: Effective July I, 1995 and thereafter, employees who have completed 20 years of in-district service shall receive a
long~vity paym~t of $2,~ for each full year of service thereafter. Employees who have completed 25 years of in-district
~.ce shal~receive an ~ddltlonal
~! ,000 for each full.year of service thereafter. Employees who have completed 30 years of in-
dl~ct. ~ce s~1I receive an.additional,
~
1,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Employees who have completed 35 years
of m~lstnct semce shall rece~ve an addItional $1,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Said payment shall be pro-rated in
equal mstallments per pay penod throughout the school year following the relevant anniversary date. In-district service shall not
include any given credit given for placement on the salary schedule for years of service outside of the Hicksville School District.
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Longevity: Effective July 1, 1995 and thereafter, employees who have completed 20 years of in-district service shall receive a
- longevity payment of $2,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Employe~s who have completed 25 ye~ of in-district
service shall receive an additional $1,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Employees who have completed 30 years of in-
district service shall receive an additional $1,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Employees who have completed 35 years
of in-district service shall receive an additional $1,000 for each full year of service thereafter. Said payment shall be pro-rated in
equal installments per pay period throughout the school year following the relevant anniversary date. In-district service shall not
include any given credit given for placement on the salary schedule for years of service outside of the Hicksville School District.
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APPENDIX D
EXTRA CLASSROOM ACTIVITY NON-COACHING SALARY SCHEDULE 2000-05
. i ---I
!2000-01 ;2001-02 12002-03 2003-04 2004-05
3.00% j 3.25% 3.50% 3.75% 3.80%
is w~hdrawn
: $39.73:
! $1,016:
: $4,358i
; $1,868!
$2,326 i
$1,8871
$1,215
$911
'$1,822
$54.80
. $39.73 i
. $1,275'
I $1,336.
I $1,580i
$1,337
$1,3371
$1,580 ;
. $2,186 j
: $1,499,
$1,016.
$1,215
; $1,822 !
; $1,371 i
1 $1,155!
$1,088 ;
. i $ 1, 162 ;
! $1,822
$ 1,944
$39.73~
I $1,778'
: $39.73
! $1,215;
$1,073i
I $2,430:
, $1,215:
! $33.14:
i $1,778:
; $39.73.
! $1,453
$2,901
$1 453
$41.02 i
I$1,049!
$4,500:
$1,929:
$2,402.
$1,948.
$1,254
$941
$1,882
$56.58 !
$41.02
'
$1,317.
$1,379:
$1,631 :
$1,380:
$ 1,380
$1,631 !
$2,258:
$1,547:
$1,049
$1,254
$1,882
$1,415.
$1 ,192 I
$1,1231
$1,200.
$1,882 :
$2,007
$41.02.
$1,836.
$41.02
$1,254 :
$1,1 08 j
$2,509'
$1,254 ,
$34.21 .
$1,836:
$41.02:
$1,500
$2,995
$1 500
$42.46 .
$1,086
$4,657
$ 1,996
$2,486
$2,017.
$1,298
$974:
$1,948 .
$58.56 .
$42.46 .
$1,363
$1,427.
$1,689
$1,428:
$1,428.
$1,689
$2,337
$1,601
$1,086
$1 ,298
$1,948
$1,465
$1,234 .
$1,163.
$ 1,242
$1,948
$2,078
$42.46
$1 ,900
$42.46
$1,298
$1,147.
$2,597
$1,298
$35.41
$1,9.00
$42.46
$1.553
$3,100
$1 553
$44.05. $45.72
$1,126, $1,169
$4,832' $5,016
$2,071! $2,150
$2,579' $2,677
$2,092 $2,172
$1,347 $1,398
$1,010, $1,049
$2,021 $2,097
$60.76 $63.07
$44.05' $45.72
$1,4141 $1,468
$1,481' $1,537
. $1,752. $1,818
$1,482 $1,538
$1,482 $1,538
$1,752 $1,818
$2.424 $2,516
$1,662! $1,725
$1,126: $1,169
$1,347. $1,398
$2,0211 $2,097
$1,520 $1,577
$1,280 I $1,329
$1,206; $1,252
$1,288: $1,337
$2,021! $2,097
$2,155. $2,237
$44.05: $45.72
$1,971! $2,046
$44.05 i $45.72
$1,347' $1.398
$1,1901 $1,235
$2;694 $2,796
$1,3471 $1,398
$36.74; $38.13
$1,971 i $2,046
$44.05; $45.72
$1,611: $1.672
$3,216 $3,338
$1 611. $1 672
EXTRA CLASSROOMACTIVITY (NON..cOACHING)SALARY SCHEDULE-1 ~2000-05j
i ! ! ;
2000-01 i2001-02 ;2002-03 !2003-04 :2004-05
MARCHING BAND, HS 3.00% 3.25% 3.50% 3.75% 3.80%
Director . $3.5351 $3.650i $3,777: $3,919 $4,068
Assistant Director $1,873 $1,934: $2,002! $2,0771 $2,156
Drill Instructor $1,7071 $1.763i $1.824 ! $1,893 $1.965
Color Guard Instructor $1,263 ! $1.304 ! $1 .349 ~$1,400' $1,453
Percussion Instructor $1 ,306 $1.348 : $1,396 ! $1,448 $1 ,503
Choreographer $1,285 $1.327 ! $1.373 $1.424 $1,479
DRAMA PRODUCTIONS (2), HS
(1 traditional drama, 1 contemp. drama)
Diredor $3.977 $4,106, $4 .250 i $4,410 $4.577
Technical Director $1,683 $1.737i $1,798 ! $1.866, $1.937
! :
MUSICAL COMEDY PRODUCTION, HS , i
Director $1.989
'
$2,053, $2.125 $2,205 ; $2,289
Technical Director $841 : $869! $899: $933' $968
Orchestra Director $2,135 ;- $2.204 i $2,281 $2,367 $2.457
Vocal Director $1 .670 $1.724j $1,785 ' $1.852 $1,922
Choreographer (ifneeded, prior permission $1,619' $1,6721 $1,7301 $1 .795 $1,863
from Central Administration required) ! I
I i
MUSICAL COMEDY PRODUCTION, JHS I I
;
Director $1,800! $1,859, $1,924! $1,996: $2.072
Orchestra Director $1.282 $1,323i $1,370! $1,421 $1,475
Vocal Director $1,0031 $1,036; $1.072 ! $1.112: $1 ,155
i !1
JAZZ ENSEMBLE DIRECTOR,HS $2,1601 $2.230: $2,308; $2,395! $2.486
JAZZENSEMBLE DIRECTOR,JHS $1,,519: $1 ,568 : $1.623: $1.684i $1,748
MADRIGAL SINGERSDIRECTOR,HS $1.868 i $1,929: $1,996 : $2,071' $2,150
MODERNMUSIC MASTERSADVISOR, HS $1,521; $1.570: $1.625 $1.686; . $1,750
STRINGENSEMBLEDIRECTOR,HS $1.868: $1,929 : $1.996: $2,071, $2.150
THESPIAN SOCIETY ADVISOR, HS $1,246! $1.286 ' $1.331 : $1.381: $1.434
WINTERGARD, HS $1.246' $1,286 ' $1 .331 $1.381: $1.434
; i
NATIONAL ART HONOR SOCIETY, SHS $1,505; $1,554: $1,608 : $1,669: $1,732
I 1 i
ART CLUB ADVISOR, JHS $1,505 : $1,554: $1,608 ! $1,669; $1,732
I i i i;
CIVIC CEREMONIES & PARADES - I I ;I
Memorial Day !
I ;
1. Band Director, SHS $434' $448' $464: $481 : $499
2. Band Direct,or, JHS $434, $448, $464i $481 : $499
3. Band Directors (5), Elem. Schools i
5 X $301 =$1,505 $348: $360 $372 $386 $401
5 X $310 = $1.550
I
5 X $320 = $1,600 ; :
5 X $328 =$1,640 :
:
1 :
4. Vocal Director $360' $372' $385' $399: $414i
APPENDIX D -FINE ARTS
. $5,082! . $5,247 $5,431 $5,635 $5,849
'$3,433 $3,545 $3,669 $3,806 $3,951
$3,433' $3,545 $3,669 $3,806; $3.951
i $2,454 $2.534j $2,623 $2,7211 $2.824
! $2,454 $2,534/ $2.623! $2,721 $2,824
,
209
i
:
!
102
I
130
i
$5,938 $6,131 $6,346 $6,584 $6,834
$4,124 $4,258 $4,407 $4,573 $4,746
$4,1241 $4,258i $4,407 $4,573 $4,746
; $2,735i $2,824 $2,922 $3,032 $3,147
$2,735: $2,824 i $2,922 $3,032 $3,147
;
i i
i I
$2.758 $2,848 $2,947 $3.058 $3,174
: !
i
$3.786 . $3,909 $4,045 $4,197 $4,357
$2.039 $2,106j $2, 179 $2,261 $2,347
!
'.
BASEBALL
Varsity Head + $100
Varsity Assistant -70%
J.v. Head Coach - 70%
7-8. Coach-50%
7-8 Coach - 50%
BASKETBALL
Varsity Head + $100
Varsity Assistant -70%
J.v. Head Coach - 70%
7-8 Coach-50%
7-8 Coach - 50%
BOWLING
Varsity Head +$100.
CROSS COUNTRY
Varsity Head +$100.
7-8 Coach - 50%
APPENDIX D
SALARIES FOR COACHING STAFF 2000-05 I
MEN'S SPORTS
: 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 '2004-05
Total Hours 3.00%: 3.25% 3.50% 3.75% 3.80%
178
i
!FOOTBALL
VarsityHead + $100.
Varsity Assistant - 70%
Varsity Assistant - 70~
Varsity Assistant - 70%
~J.v. Head Coach - 70%
J.v. Assistant - 60%
7-8 Head Coach - 60%
7-8 Head Coach - 60%
7-8 Coach - 50%
7-8 Coach - 50%
7-8 Coach - 50%
: I
I
$6,574! $6.788: $7,026! $7.2~i $7.566
$4,47~~4,62?1 $4,784j $4,963; $5,152
i $4,477. $4.622 $4.784! $4,963 $5,152$4,477 $4.622' $4.784 $4.963 $5.152
I
$4,477~$4.622 $4.784 $4.963 $5.152
.t-' I $4.3081 $4.448 $4.604 $4.777 $4,958$4.3081 $4,448 $4.604 $4,777 $4,958
~ -J.
$4,308! $4,448 $4.604 $4,777 $4.958
.-t --
. '$3~ $3.304" $3,4201 $3,5481 $3.683
__. I $3,200, $3,304~ $3,420
1
: $3,5481 ~3.68~_
~_ I $3,200. $3.3~ $3,420. $3.548! $3,683
,
.
'-r I
I
t--~~
1~2-~_ i i I I
i $3.357'
1
$3,466'
,
$3,587j $3.7221 $3,863
I I
INDOOR TRACK '-i- -. -t- I Ii!
!!9.YS &GIRLS~EAM. --r-=- i I I. ~ ===t ~-"
~arsity Head + $100. I _
-+ $4.~ $4,675~_ $4,838h~ $5.210 __VarsitYASsistant-70%;
--t $3:Q38j $3,137/ $3,247/ $3.369/ $3,497
~9SSE __ .J. _
--'-~--.J T -L-J L--. ~Varsity Head + $10~_ +-.~6~ -L $4,8731 $5,.~.-!5.207, $5,4021 ,$5,608 _Vars~tyAss~stant- 7q~.~. _ _ __I_.~,3,28~L $3,392; .$3.5111 $3,642j $3,781
,.
Varsity Assistant -70%
-1. _00_ $3.2851 $3.392: $3.511
1
$3.642; $3.781
J.v. Head -70%
. l $3.2851 $3,3921 $3,511 $3,642! $3.781
J.v. Assistant - 60%
~ 1 $2.9561 $3,052 $3,159 $3.277 $3,402
7-8 Coach - 50% __~. I $2,95~$3,052i $3.1591 $3.277 $3,4027-8 Coach - 50% I ; $2.956! $3.052! $3.159: $3.277! $3,402
GOLF
Varsity Head + $100.
236
I
~..
.-
SALARIES FOR COACHING STAFF 2000-05 iI
MEN'S SPORTS i i
i i 2000-01 :2001-02 :2002-03 ;2003-04 ;2004-05
iTotal Hour~ 3.00% I 3.25%i' 3.50%i 3.75%; 3.80%
SOCCER I 134 ,
Varsity Head+ $100 I $4,873 $5,031 $5,207 $5,402 $5,608
Varsity Assistant - 70% $3,285 $3,392 $3,511 $3,642 $3,781
J.V. Head Coach - 70% $3,285 $3,392 $3,511 $3,642 $3,781
J.V. Assistant - 60% ! $2,956 $3,052 $3,159 $3,277 $3,402
7-8 Coach - 50% I $2,403 $2,482 $2.568 $2,665 $2,766
7-8 Coach - 50% I I $2,403 ! $2,482 i $2.568! $2,665 \ $2,766!
I : ::
SPRING TRACK 155 ~i j i: I
Varsity Head + $100 i i $4,622 $4,772 i $4,939' $5,1241 $5,319!
Varsity Assistant -70% $3.104 $3,205 $3,317 $3,442 $3,572
7-8 Coach. - 50% I $2,2211 $2,294 $2,374 $2,4631 $2,557
I Ii
STRENGTH/CONDITIONING ! Ij
Varsity Head I $2,746: $2,836 ; $2,935 I $3, 045 ~$3,161
: i
SWIMMING 157 i ; II ! I
Varsity Head +$100. I i $4,783 : $4.938 ~$5,111\ $5,302 i $5,504I
I i
TENNIS I 94 I
Varsity Head +$100. I i $2,746, $2,8361 $2.9351 $3,045 $3,161i
7-8 Coach - 50% I I $1,825: $1,884 ! $1,950 $2,023: $2,100I
I : I i i j
VOLLEYBALL 130 I I
Varsity Head + $100. I I $5,710 $5,895, $6,102 : $6,330 : $6,571
Varsity Assistant - 70% ; $4,093 i $4,226: $4,3731 $4.537 i $4.710
J.V. Head Coach - 70% I $4,093! $4.226\ $4,373\ $4,537 $4.710
7-8 Coach - 50% , i $2.625 ! $2,710 $2,805 : $2,91 b $3,021I
7-8 Coach
-'
50% I I $2,6251 $2,7101 $2,805 $2,910! $3,021I
! i I I I
WRESTLING I 199
I ! II i I !
Varsity Head + $100. i $5.619 ! $5,801 ! $6,0041 $6,229 ! $6,466
Varsity Assistant - 70% 1 $3,8481 $3,9731 $4,112! $4,266 i $4,429 '
J.V, Head -70% I $3.848 $3,973 ; $4, 112 i $4.266! $4,429
7-8 Coach - 50% I I $3,023i $3,121 i $3.230 ! $3,351 i $3,479
7-8 Assistant - 50% , $2,6711 $2,758 $2,855 i $2.962! $3,074
i I i i ! i
*Total hours shown above reflect the minimum requirement. Additional hours
performed shall not exceed the total staff salary shown herein. i
:
I I i
APPENDIX D
SALARIES FOR COACHING STAFF 2000-05
WOMEN'S SPORTS
2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
Total Hours 3.00% 3.25% 3.50% 3.75% 3.80%
BADMINTON
Varsity Head +$100. $2.725 $2.814, $2.912 $3.021 . $3,136
I I
BASKETBALL 130
Varsity Head +$100. $5.938 $6,131 $6.346 $6.584 $6.834
Varsity Assistant -70% $4.124 $4,258 $4,407 $4.573 $4.746
J'v. Head Coach - 70% $4.124 $4,258 $4,407 $4,573 $4.746
7-8 Coach - 50% $2.735 $2,824 $2.922 $3,032 $3.147
7-8 Coach - 50% $2.735 $2.824 $2,922, $3,032 $3,147
i I
BOWLING I 102 I I Ii I
Varsity Head +$100. $2,758; $2.848! $2.947; $3,058: $3.174
i : ; I
CHEERLEADERS 127 ! I i
Varsity ! $3.380 $3.490 $3.612 $3,748 $3.890
J.V. - 70% $2,369 $2.446 $2,531 $2.626 $2,726
7-8 Coach -60% $2,029 $2,0951 $2,168 $2.249 $2.335
I i !
CROSS COUNTRY i 130 I i
Varsity Head +$100. i $4.155i $4.290 i $4.440! $4.607i' $4,782I i
I
i i II
LACROSSE
,
165 I I ; I
,
I I i I
Varsity Head +$100. ! i $4.873: $5.031 ! $5,207i $5,402i $5,608! I
Varsity Assistant - 70% i $3,285 $3.392! $3.511 $3.642 $3.781
J.V. Head Coach - 70% i I $3.285 $3.392 $3,511 $3,642 $3,781
7-8 Coach - 50% 'i $2,399! $2.477 i $2.564 $2.660 $2.761
I I I II ;
SOCCER I 134 : : !
Varsity Head + $100. I : $4,738 : $4,892 $5,063 ; $5.2531 $5.453I
Varsity Assistant - 70%. i $3,191i $3.295 $3,410: $3,538 : $3.672
J.V. Head Coach - 70% ! I $3.191' $3,295. $3.410: $3,5381 $3,672
J'v. Assistant - 60% I $2,753 $2,842 : $2.942 $3.0521 $3,168!
7-8 Coach - 50% ! I $2.276 : $2,350 : $2.433. $2.524 $2.620
7-8 Coach - 50% $2,2761 $2.3501 $2,433! $2,524 $2.620
I . i ; II I
SOFTBALL 112 I I ; ! !
Varsity Head + $100. i i $5.0371 $5.200 I $5,382 i $5.584 $5,796
Varsity Assistant - 70% i $3,401 ! $3.512! $3,635 ! $3.771 : $3,915
J.V. Head Coach - 70% : $3.401 : $3,512 : $3.635 $3.771 i $3,915
7-8 Coach - 50% $2,431 i $2.5101 $2,598 $2,6951 $2,798
7-8 Coach - 50% ; i $2.4311 $2,5101 $2.598 i $2.695i $2,798
: I I I I
APPENDIX D
I
i
I $4,783, $4,9381 $5,111; $5,302 $5,504
! : I
I I I I
i $2,796 ; $2,887 $2,988 i $3,100 I $3,218
: $1,821 $1,881 i $1,946 : $2,019~ $2,096
!
APPENDIX D
STARLETTES
Senior HiQh
Assistant - 70%
SALARIES FOR COACHING STAFF 2000-05
'
WOMEN'S SPORTS ! ,---
! 2000-01 12001-02 i2002-03 2003-04 2004-05
ITotal Hour. 3.00% 3.25% 3.50%! 3.75% 3.80%
SPRING TRACK I 155 i
Varsity Head +$100. I. : $4,622 $4,772~ $4,939i $5,124 $5,319
Varsity Assistant -70% $3,1091 $3,210 $3,3231 $3,447 $3,578
7-8Coach-50% I I $2,225, $2,297i $2,377 $2,466i $2,560
I
I i I
I 78 i: !
i $2,103 $2,171; $2,247 i $2,332 $2,420
I $1,472 $1,520 $1,573: $1,632 $1,694
I
i
SWIMMING I 157
Varsity Head +$100. i
$5,710 $5,896 $6,102 $6,331 $6.571
$4,093: $4,226 $4,373 $4,537 $4,710'
I $4,0931 $4,2261~373i $4.5371 $4,710
I $2,6251 $2,7101 $2,805' $2,9101 $3,021
I
$2.6251 $2,710j $2,8051
1
-$2,910I~021._
i
rt-i $5,7101 $5,895, $6,102n6,330 $6,571
i : r
_.
MS Cross Country I ! $4,093f $4,2261 $4,373'
!
$4,537 $4,710
.
I
r''-:~'
. i-
f--- I I L-_
*Total hours sho~n above reflect the m~nimum requirement. Additional hou~_'_ _
~med shall not ex~eed the tot~1staff sal~ryshown~_~ +_ ~ ~
TENNIS
Varsity Head +$100. i
7-8 Coach - 50% !
I
VOLLEYBALL !
Varsity Head + $100. i
Varsity Assistant - 70%
J.V. Head Coach - 70%
7-8 Coach - 50%
7-8 Coach - 50%
94
130
Gymnastics
i
--r
I
SALARIES FOR INTRAMURALS2000-05 :j
!Total Sessions 2000-01 .2001-02 .2002-03 ;2003-04 2004..05 .
. . .3.00% : 3.25%: 3.50%1 3.75%' 3.80%
SECONDARY : : I
Senior High Basketball $1.454 .-- ---I 25 $1.501 $1.554' $1.612' $1.673
Senior High Floor Hockey; 25 $1,454, $1,501-s:fS54:$1.612: $1.673
Junior High Leaders' Club; 25 $1.454 ; $1.501: $1,554: $1.6121 $1.673
Junior High Softball' : 25 $1.454 : $1.501 J $1.554 . $1,612. $1.673
Gymnastics I 12/1102 $1.454: $1.501 ! $1.554 $1.612: $1,673
I i I I
ELEMENTARY , 1 i ,
Centers(6) i 25 $1.245: $1.286i $1.331 ! $1.381 ! $1.433
Gymnastics 25 $1.245 ~$1.286' $1.331 : $1.381 : $1.433
: $49.80 ' $51.44 : $53.24 : $55.24 . $57.32
Iper class ;per class .per class : per class per class
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~eacher S.~lary ~.~~~~.ul.e. __ __ . ,_ . ..
Schedule E Hourly.__~at~ ~~._G~r!i~~I~n:' ..'fY.!!fi.r:1. '_S~'!'_n:'.~.r.. School
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"0'
_." . ___a -.
1
2
3
4
5
6
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8
9
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11
12
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15
16
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2000-01 3.00%
..
-
._.
..
.
__ _. 0 ... .
-
-.. .
-- -. - -
_..
- ---.--
BA BA 15 BA30 BA45 MA MA15 MA30 MA40 MA50
'-'19.37-" -. 19:97-- -'2ci.74-- --21.33-- 2'2":28 "'-22.88 --- -. ij,84 -"2~f23 -24~62
'20.22'
..- -- 20.80"- '-"2"f75 22~34- . i3."3(f' -.23.'89 - --'2-.fss--'25.25 25.64
21.mf - 21.63"
.
2~fi8 :i3j4-- 2.{"3"3-- '-24.91 -i5~S8-- --26~26 26.64
'21.88'
,. ..
'ii4i-
..-
23.80" - "ii37-- 25.35- "25.92"" --'26~89- -27.28 27.66
..
'22":i2--" '---23:29'" '--24".ff1- 25.39 ---26~36 ---26:94" '-'27~91- '-28.30 28.56
23.55' - '"'24"."12"''' "--25:82-""-"26.'42---'- 27.38'
,-- 27.95 .-- 2'8.93--- -29.32 29.71
'24.38
--. 24.9i'
...
-26:89- -27~48'" .- -2ff"44-"
,...
29.02
...
""30."tjo.-. "-3-0."38-- '~30~i8
-
-.. -,
- .-
._- . . . -. ..
.."
.." .
'.
..
--.
.
-
..,
--- -..---.----.--
25.22 25.80 28.16 28.73 29.51 30.10 31.05 31.45 31.84
- -
.'--.'.' .
-
--.' ..----.-.-
26.06 26.63 29.22 29.80 30.58 31.16 32.12 32.52 32.90
26.88 27.47j(>".20-- --3()",86'-'-
..
-"31:64"'
._-
32.2:3"--' -'-"3:ffg-- ---j3:S8 -j'i96
. .
.-'--'-
.- - .'
.,
--.--.--.-
27.72 28.30 31.35 31.93 32.72 33.29 34.26 34.64 35.03
28.55 29.13' 32.42--' - "33,00 33.76
._,
34.36
5~"33-
'-35:7"1--- .,-.36~10
'
-. _.- --_.-
29.38 29.96 33.54 34.11 34.89 35.46 36.44 36.83 37.21
30.23'-'
.
--30.S0'" ..'--34~64'- 35-..23 -36:01-- 36.59'
.
-37~55-
._-
37:""94- -38.32
31.05 ."j 1:63" ~'3~j6--" -:-36.33"' ---j7:~f2- --"37)6 --j~67 - '-39:05- -j9.45
33.18 - - 33.76 38.49 '-3~O'8--
.
--39.88-" - 40:45 - --4'1.4'3-'- 4"f"S4--'42.24-
. .
_
.._
'.
.
_
.
__
..
u'
__.0 _
.. _.. u. -_.
33.18 33.76 38.49 39.08 39.88 40.45 41.43 41.84 42.24
33.18 33.76
.
38:49-- ---39.08 --' '39.8ff-
..
40.45 41.'43"--" 4i.-8~f"
..
'--4"2.24
. .. ..". ---"- -.- --". .. -.
-'
-. -
-_.
---
...-.
33.18 33.76 38.49 39.08 39.88 40.45 41.43 41.84 42.24
34.04 34.62 39':61'-'--'40.-23 40.99 41.59 "42:5Y-' -'42.97- '-43~
.. -_.
- - --.-
.
_u~_~._
."--- ..-
MA60 DR
25.00 26.94
26.02 27.95
27.03 28.98
28.06 30.00
29.08 -3fo1
-
.
30.10 32.02
---
--...
31.16 33.09
3~23
.
-34.1'7
---
-_._-
33.29 35.23
34.36 36.29
35.41 37.36
-.---36.48 38.43
--"
.-. '--
37.60 39.54
-38.72 40.65__u _
39.84 41.76
42.63 44.61
-.-
42.63 44.61u 4. _.'_ '_
42.63 44.61
42.63 44.61
43.74 47.104 _'
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_ .___4__0.
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------...
-.-_._-
----
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..n ..
--..-
......-
-'--'-'"-
._-
.....-.--.-.
.___.u
.-. -."... ......__..
.-
n__._.._ __
.._
.-.
..n.._....__
-----
.....-._._- 1---.... --_....
2001-0002 3.25%
-.
.
----- --------
. . -_.---
----
-_._-... -. .. .....
...----
----
..
-----
-_.--
Step BA BA15 BA30 BA45 MA MA15 MA30 MA40 MA50 MA60 DR
...- -. ..
--- --".
__.. u____...
. ....-..--.-
-..-.-... . ....-.--
._-
1 20.00 20.62 21.42 22.02 23.00 23.62 24.62 25.01 25.42 25.81 27.82
---
..._.. _...---
--. ..--...--
. .
-.-.....-. ....-.--
--_...._~
--- -.- "-'-2 20.88 21.47 22.46 23.07 24.06 24.66 25.67 26.07 26.48 26.87 28.86
.'--"'-'----'
..-.....- -.....---.
---'- --.
-. .
. .
--...---
---..-
...
.n'3 21.75 22.34 23.52 24.09 25.12 25.72 26.72 27.11 27.50 27.91 29.92
'''u..
__...
__
-----. ------.. --.-.-
_.._" o_u.._.f-_...
26'.76
....
..'-.-.- .-----.--
..
4 22.59 23.20 24.58 25.17 26.17 27.77 28.17 28.56 28.97 30.98
--
--.--.....
----.-'
_.
--...--
- .--.--
..
..----.-----
-
-....--. ._-- -.-
.-
5 23.46 24.05 25.61 26.21 27.22 27.82 28.82 29.22 29.49 30.03 32.02
.-.
.'_'n
..__ ._ . . n.
-..---- ~-
-....... ._--
-'-'- >-----.-6 24.31 24.90 26.66 27.27 28.27 28.86 29.87 30.27 30.67 31.08 33.07
_. .._.
...' ... --_..---_. . . ....- ----.- -.--..... ..-- -.-
-----
... . ...-
---7 25.18 25.78 27.77 28.38 29.36 29.96 30.98 31.37 31.78 32.17 34.17
. ,.
--
_..
---
. ..
- -.".--'-- .- ..- --..
.
-
.-. .-------_.
8 26.04 26.64 29.08 29.67 30.47 31.08 32.06 32.48 32.88 33.27 35.28
.-.
.____u.___.. _
,-- .
--
-.-.-..-
_.._ _n_ _. ._.__.
n'''_.
._ _
.------.---
-9 26.90 27.49 30.17 30.77 31.57 32.17 33:16 33.58 33.97 34.38 36.38
. . . . .
.---
-------.
.
-.-----. f----- -.-- .--. ..
-
_..- _no._..._ .
10 27.76 28.37 31.26 31.86 32.67 33.27 34.27 34.67 35.07 35.48 37.47
28.62 29.22
. .
-
.
-
... ..- . . .. . .
.--
- ----
... .__._-----,-
-- - -----
---.-.. -..-.
11 32.37 32.97 33.79 34.38 35.37 35.76 36.17 36.56 38.57
-. . ..
---
-...
-.
..
.-.-...
--- ---.. -'.
.
- -. --12 29.48 30.07 . 33.47 34.07 34.86 35.48 36.48 36.87 37.27 37.67 39.68
.- -..
--
...
--.
_____ _ _ __u_
-.---
_.-
----
...--.
.-- -- f--.
----13 30.33 30.93 34.63 35.22. 36.03 36.62 37.62 38.03 38.42 38.82 40.82
"'-"
.- .-..
. .
--_._---.-
----
-...._---
----- --
-... .
-..---.--.
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..-.
- -
.--.- --.--.-
- 38.3i-
---_._-- -.. . .._---
15 32.06 32.66 36.92 37.51 38.92 39.93 40.32 40.74 41.13 43.12
- - --
...
-. --- -
-'
. .
.-------- - - - - -- 1----.-- --.. . - - -. _._-_.- -.-.-.----.- --.. '-16 34.26 34.86 39.74 40.35 41.17 41.76 42.78 43.20 43.61 44.01 46.06
17 34.26 34.86
._.
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Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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BA
20,70
21.61
22.51
23.38
24.28
25.16
26.06
26.95
27.84
28.73
29.62
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31.40
32.30
33.18
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36.38
.
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-
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-
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-
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Supervision is I process whereby supervisC'rs &nd teachers work together to fulfill their roles
optimally. The pnmary purpose or supervisioa is to improve the educ:uion or children throulh this
workia. toaether of supervisor aod teac1;ler. Supervision involves the comparina of d.esired
outcomes with letual insuuction&J performance of individuals based upon mutUally .,reed upon
criteria. Effective supervision is fostered when the supervisory process ,enera1es positive mutu~
iDteractiOD betWeeD supervisor aDd teacber. Such positive interaction resultS when the style o(
supervisioo is perceived as democratic and helpful by those wbo are superviJed. where rhe climate
of the school is OpeD.and wheD I spirit or muN&1 UUStprevails. When such conditions ewt. in
8dditioa to improviD, the education of children. the supervisory process wiD also insure that all of
me ripts of teaChers and all of the rishts of tbc school district. as provided by law or contract are
preserved.
1be achievement of these positive cooditiODS requires thai each teacher and supervisor recognize
aDd obsetw the foUowiDc:
,
Tbe role of the' supervisor is to assist the teacber iD improviD, children's educatioD. Such
improvemeDt IDAYbe achieved throu,b observation. feedback. demonstratioD of effective
techniques, me sauctUri.D,of ill-service courses. recommendiDs revisioDSof outdated curriculum.
. providiq DeWIelCbiDa aWeria1s.and keepiD, all It!a('bets po$ted IS to DeWdevelopmentS. trends.
and teChniques which wort. These are the effective ~."c of 1orm.iD, and achieving positi ve
mutual interactiOD betweeD the supervisor and the teacher and of establisbiJl, desired ou~omes,
Also cffective is tbe eDcourasemeDt of personal poWth throu,b attendaDce at seminars.
coafe=DCeS, workshops. iDtervisiwiou. and ObservatiODof ocher professionals both within and
. . outs* tbe scbooldisaicL
Tbe observation report. as . formal iDsuumeDt of communicatioD. provides a record that
commUDicuioa bas oc:cuned. Sole reliaDc:eODd1is formal iDsttumeDt is. however. insufficient as a
~u.s of achievinl the kiad of opeD. tWo-way commllDicabODoecrssary for eff~ve supervision:
Such open..tWo-way communic.atioo IDd the achievement oftbe spirit of munWlNSt also requires
frequent izueraction berween the panies. frequeot commlJ"ic:atioa betWeen the supervisor and the
teacber serves 10promote the ~~ w~cb is e5SeDtial.tochis process.
Recorded formal ObsetvariODSare most apt to srimn1~~ improved teacher performance when tbey
are CODSUUCUVC.factual. aDd immMiuely related to tbc instructiODal process. VeDer&JJy.
discussioD of a lesson is most productive if it takes place before an observation is finalized &oSIi
wria= ~
.
. .
The supervisory process is most likely to achicve its swed objectives wbeD both construcuve
sugestioas aDd positiw reiDf'OIUmeat lie combiDed wilh a fonbrisht IDd ~ ~ of the
~~~s imfftNli.,.. perf~~
The value of continued .staff developmeat is funhered -beD the StIff may choose to anend in-
service courses. coofereDces, worksbops. seminars. ud visiwioas IS aDimportant means of
."~i"i", tbe forqoiDa priDciples.
SiDce humaa interaction is so mucb a pan of the supervisory process. mutual trust will best be
developed and maintainedwbeDboth panies are opeD-awuSed..tolerantand acceptingof eacb
othet's views. To insu~ tbeD.tbaldUs coUeJia1program achieves the improvementof education
that we all strive for. both panies will meet to resolve &DYdifficulties dw may arise as a tesu1tof
. its use in the district; and the panies further qree to apply the program iDa fair and equitable
maDDer 10 all.
"
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1-IST OF I1'tDICATORS FOR At'lNUAL EVALUAi10N REPORT
A. pERFORMANCE RESPONSIBIT.JTIES - In~tr\Jctiona.I Sfaft'
Jmtn.tctim1aLPerformanc~: Other L1a!~mom T=actOr5:
1. DitfcreotialCd Insuuction
2. Aim or Objective
3. PreseOwiOD
-i. QuestioaiD,
S. FeedbactlR.espoosi vcoess
6. CoOt&:D1M&stay
7. Effective P1aDnin1
8. Oassroom AtmOsphere.
9. ~b=lWriaen Languaae
10. TuniDl or Lfisoa
11. Mareria1s
12.. Routioes/Responsibilities
13. Manqemcnt of StUdent Behavior
14. Physical EDvironment
1'. Verbal E..,.h~nges
16. Student Affective Needs
B.
. .
1. CoUaborates with teachers. principals. and other school persoDnel io sbaring
iDforawioa about. studeDt. and in concert wich instructional. support. and co-
curricular sulf. develops aDd implemeots of individn~1i7Meducational. interpersonal
aDd behavior programs..
2. Prepares aDdsubmits reporu and related awerial in a timely fashion.
3. Participates productively a1School Support Team Meetings.
4. Pazticipatcslprescots productively a1Committee oa SpecW Education.
S. As~ses and evaluates StUdentperformance reliably aDdaa:ura%ely.
6. Assists with StUdentplacemeut and monitOring of appropriateness of placcments.
7 . Assumes responsibility for own professicma1 development. for keeping current with
the literatUre of the fields aDd of Dew research IiDdings. for introducing improved
techniques in specia1iz.ed areas.1Dd for s"~ftAingappropriaIc professional meetings.
8. Establishes effective liaisoa with the various offices aDd agencies within the
community that may provide specialized or professiooal help to students and their
patents.
9. Maintains ID awareness of current legislation relative to specific jotrrelatcd
respoosibilities.
c.
1. Establishes communic:a1ion with iDdividual parents:md parent groups ~ neccssary.
2. Demonsu:ues aDabiliry to work as ~ effectivememberor me school sW!.
APPENOtx G.2
3. Keeps accurate records and reportS and meetS deadline$.
4. Carries out school polic:iesand rerulations.
! . Maintains salisfactOry pUDCNIlityand attendance.
6. Recognizes and utilizes cheskills and services of specialized support personnel:l
.
qencies &S appropria1e.
Participates in I variety of activities, iDcludiDaconferences, workshops. meetin.
iD-serYicc tr'aiDiDg.~ paduaIC courses aimed at professional development.
8. DemonstrateS effcc:dve use of language in written IDd oral communication.
1.
9. Demonstrates creativity and a willingness to experiment with new ideas ~
teebDiques.
10. Demonstra1eSintegrity,control, cooperation and soUDdjudgmeDL
"
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GLOSSARY OF IN"D'CATORS J=OR EVALUATION OF LESSCN EFF'F-~'"'ESS
'The (ollowing ate indicators of what the evaluator will be looking for and evaluating in c~h of the
criteria listed ODthe -EvaluauoD of LessoDEtfecuveness8 form. These indicators ~ not designed
to provide exhaustive and complete dermiuons of each CriteriOD,but rather sbould serve to furnish.
the teacher and evaluator with a common (ccus relative to wbat is considered to be effective
1ea.c:b.i.DI.
1. -
ID c1uses of sNdents with like abilities. iDsauCtioD is provided according to chc ability level
or the poup. lD classes with stUdeau of diverse ability levels, instruction tecbn.iques vary
ICCOrdinl to the abiliry levels withiD the group.
2.
~
The objective(s) of the lessea is clear and can be identified. Class activities relate to the
iDsuuctioaal.aim(s) aDdobjective(s)
3. Present2tion
The lesson presentation reflects the cwriculum. leuninglCtivities. are consistent with the
objectives of the lesson. and the presentation reflcc:tssucb variables as the size of the class,
the complexiry of the topic. IDd&he. span of thesUJdeDtS. .
4. ~ti('minr
A variety of effective questioning techniques is used. open-ended questions are utilized.
9'~nts are eocou.ragedcothink divergently. .
s. 1=eedback and R~n.sivenes~ 10 Students
Toe lesson is adjusted if'necessary to meet the needs.and abilities of the stUdentS.stUdentS
are encouraged to participate in the lessoos, aad the teacher is responsive to stUdent
quc.stioDS.
Content M~6.
The teacher kDows the subject matter. caD-handle questioas relared to me subject. and is
able 10 accurar.c1y prcscDtmaIaiaL .
7. E.ffeetive P!~""i"r
Tbere is a motiva.ti.ag activity evidcDl The awerials which arc used reflect planning. All
appropriate sequcoce of activities is apparent as the lesson proceeds.
8. C1~mom Armo~here
1be classroom wnospbe~ is positive and produc:Uve,and the students are attentive and
involved..
"
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9. ~en and Wrinen lanruafe!
The teAcher is undcrstood by thc studentS. and writtcn materials ArCtechnic~ly a
pammati=11y correcL CNldten are encouraaed to speak clearly and coherently',
.
10. Iiminr or L~~~n
At the seconcW)' level. the lesson is .paced and designed to fit iDto the cl~s period. At t
elementary level. the len,th of the. lesson .is appropriate for the material and the attcnt1(
span of the INdents.
11. U.tfi!ftm
The marerials selected for use are appropria.te to the level(s) of the sNdents. and a wi(
variel)'of awerial maybeused.' .
12. .
Tbere is evidence of efficient classroom management (e.I.. attendance taking. buildiJ2
pass aDd WeDeSSco class procedures. clean-up time. if applicable). The teacher is punc:m
codUL .
13.
PupD behavior difficulties are haDdledefl'edive1y and fairly.
14.
The physical environment over which the teacher has control. is conducive to Jca.rninE
BulletiDboards for which a teacher is respoasible reOect I positive educational purpose
aDdtbe physical orpnizaboa of tbe room is suitable for the prognm of iDsauc:tion.
IS. ~
.
.
The dialope between the te9Cbtt IDd the students ref1ects a mutual respect.
16.~
A fair. but finD. aPProacb is utilizedby.dIe rr~. Students are encouraged to pattic:ipau
. IDd feel comfortable ill die clWroom eaviroameDL Feeli~p of self.wonh are eacouraced
Cbildnz are CDCOUI'IIedto express tbeir ideas IDd respect die opiDiODSof omen.
.
I.
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